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The Alumni Association offers legacy scholar
ships to select students whose parent and/or
grandparent are graduates of EMU. Alumni
Association Legacy Scholars, like Connor
Kooyers (pictured), represent proud family
traditions that extend beyond Michigan.
Growing up in Pittsburgh, Pa., Connor heard
stories from his father, David Kooyers (BBA80),
about growing up in Michigan. David's fond
memories include trips to the Henry Ford
Museum, dining at Blimpy Burger, excursions
to Frankenmuth, and graduating from Eastern
Michigan University. After visiting several
schools in Pennsylvania, Connor made a visit
to Eastern and chose to continue his family's
legacy - making both his father and grand
father extremely proud. To learn more about
the Alumni Association Scholarship, visit
emich.edu/alumni for application information
and deadlines.
How can alumni support this legacy? Michigan
residents can purchase an EMU license plate
through the state of Michigan. Your initial
purchase and subsequent renewal provide
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needed assistance to the Alumni Association's
scholarship and programming. Wherever you
are in the world, you can make a donation to
the Alumni Association Endowed Scholarship
by visiting emufoundation.org.
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Uncertain Path
Not knowing how life will unfold is part of the game

M

ichael Bailey Smith (BS88) dreamed of playing professional football and
found himself in an NFL camp with the Dallas Cowboys-until his oft
injured knee couldn' t hold up any longer. Several years later he accompanied a
friend to an L.A. casting call-just along for the ride-and wound up as Super
Freddy in "A Nightmare on Elm Street 5: The Dream Child."
Door closes. Door opens. Life is funny that way.
In this issue ofEastern magazine, we hear from Michael Bailey Smith, in his own
words (p. 40). We also stay with the theme of"what happens after graduation ? "_
talking to five ofEastern's most recent, or soon to be, alumni and asking them how
they feel about the next stage of their lives. W hat comes next ? W here do they think
they want to go? W hat do they think they're going to do? (p.22)
We also hear from senior Kody Klein ("An Interstate Rite of Passage," p. 26),
who in an effort to find meaning in his life before he graduates, tries to hitchhike
1,218 miles from Sarasota, Fla., to Ypsilanti. The people he meets along the way
help him see that, cliche or not, life truly is about the journey.
These stories may remind you of your own graduation fromEMU, when the
future was a mystery and you didn't know how life would unfold. We hope you
enjoy the read.

-DG
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The views presented are not necessarily
those of the editor or the official policies
of the University.
ADDRESS CHANGES

1349 S. Huron St., Suite 2
Ypsilanti, Ml 48197
734.487.0250
alumni.relations@emich.edu
Send story ideas to:
15Welch Hall
Ypsilanti, Ml 48197
easternmagazine@em1ch.edu
Eastern Michigan University is committed
to excellence 1n teaching, the extension
of knowledge through basic and applied
research, and creative and artistic expression.
Building on a proud tradition of national
leadership in the preparation of teachers, we
maximize educational opportunities and
personal and professional growth for students
from diverse backgrounds through an array
of bachelor's, master's and doctoral
programs.We provide a student-focused
learning environment that posi!lvely affects
the lives of students and the community.We
extend our commitment beyond the campus
boundaries to the wider community through
service initiatives and partnerships of mutual
interest addressing local, regional, national and
international opportunities and challenges.

From the President

Embracing Community
Fostering relationships and bleeding green

T

he Eastern Michigan University
campus has been enjoying both
snow and sun this winter. TI1e largest
in Aux of new students in Eastern's
l 63-year history-together with
our returning undergrad and gradu
ate students-are creating positive
energy, enthusiasm and school pride
that i tangible on campus. Faculty,
staff, visitors and friends are part of
that school pride as the improve
ments to our campus environment
continue-from academics and
classroom , to residence hall and
our more than 800 acres of grounds.
The incoming cla s ofFall 2013 is
growing and the quantity and quality
As a way to celebrate EMU and its alumni, Eastern sponsored the Plymouth Ice Festival. President
of applications is strong.
Susan Martin was given the honor of cutting the ceremonial "ice ribbon" at the event this January.
We are doing more to engage
on this fun event in the weeks ahead. 1 hope to see you there!
alumni in new ways as well. In January, we were the featured
In the meantime, we are doing everything possible to en
sponsor of the Plymouth leeFestival. I had a fun role on tage
sure that Eastern remains poised for continued growth in the
for the kick-off event and cut the ceremonial "ice-ribbon"
future. Deloitte, an auditing and consulting firm, completed
with a chain saw' That was followed with a marvelous alumni
a market analysis this fall which shows that 72 percent of our
reception attended by over 150 people. Eastern also hosted a
bachelor graduates are in fields that will feed into the top 183
wonderful event in Chicago that was attended by 50 Chicago
area alumni. It ha been great to meet new alumni and hear
high-wage, high-growth occupation for our area , and that our
their storie about Eastern and the impact of the University on new Physician's Assistant program graduates will be highly
sought. Our strategic planning process is evaluating what
their lives. They miss Eastern!
directions, goals and metrics we should embrace for success.
I am pleased to announce another great event for alumni
and everyone associated with Eastern Michigan Univer ity:
You can learn more about the strategic planning process and
Eastern Michigan Day at Ea tern Market in Detroit. lt will
the market analysis at www.emich.edu/ strategicplan.
TI1is is an exciting time at Eastern. We are pursuing our future
take place on Saturday, April 20, starting at 9 a.m. Thousands
more strategically, while creating a positive campus environment
of people Aock to Detroit's Eastern Market every aturday
that helps ensure the success of our student and rewarding
to enjoy one of the most authentic urban adventures in the
careers for our faculty and staff. Come visit us soon! I!
United States. Detroit's Eastern Market was founded in l 89 l
and while it hasn't been around as long as Eastern (we've been
here since 1849), we do share a rich hi tory. We'll have more

office of the presldent@emich.edu
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Around Campus

Outside In
Formerjournalist turned PR professional Geoff Larcom looks
back on the tenure of Regents Tom Sidlik and Roy Wilbanks
very so often, the energetic, brisk voice
would crackle over my phone at The
Ann Arbor News. It was an Eastern Michigan
U niversity regent calling.
"Why don't you write a bout (insert cool
person or event)?" Tom Sidl i k would say,
or words to that effect. "Hey, there are so
many great things going on here!"
Not all the calls were negative. Tom
would also call to note stories of mine he
liked.
But negative or positive, a nnoyed or
delighted, I never discouraged Tom's input.
The point is we-reporter and regent-had
a relationship, and Tom really cared about
EMU receiving a fair portrayal in the media.
I admired that passion. Tom, who had
spent his career in top administrative posts
at C hrysler, had no extensive connection to
E
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Eastern before becoming a board member.
He sim ply fell in love with the place.
I enjoyed a similarly close relationship
with Roy Wilbanks, who, along with Tom,
completed an eight-year term on the Board
of Regents this past December. Both served
as chai rs, Tom from 2007-2009, a nd Roy
from 2009-20 1 2.
"An informed choice for an EMU regent;
they nailed it," I remember thinking when
Governor Jennifer Granholm announced
Roy's appointment in December of 2004.
I knew of Roy, who had held a variety
of top positions at Eastern and played key
roles in various major fund ra ising efforts
covered by The Ann Arbor News. I even
remembered one of his pet sayings: "Plan
the work a nd then work the plan."
I also had a personal connection with

Roy Wilbanks and Tom Sidlik flank EMU
President Susan Martin, center, at the Science
Complex groundbreaking ceremony in
November 2008.

Roy. He and my brother-in-law, Larry
Fowler, a great admirer of his, both taught
and were varsity athletics coaches during
the early 1 970s at Ypsila nti High School.
Larry went on to a variety of teach ing
and coach ing jobs around the country,
while Roy, Ypsilanti High alum, remained
here after returning from college-the
quintessential hometown boy giving back,
over and over.
Like Tom, Roy cared about Eastern and
grew deeply i nvested in its success. As
a journalist, I developed a sophisticated
relationsh ip with him, one of mutual trust
and benefit, but with a sharp understanding
of our different roles. I spent a lot of time
talking to him about things other than my
next story. That depth led to several scoops
on major EMU news.
Tom and Roy enjoyed a strikingly
productive eight-year tenu re on the Eastern
Michigan Un iversity Board of Regents.
Highlights i nclude appointing Susan Marti n

Photographs by Randy Mascharka

as president in the summer of 2008, a
move that has brought a sense of caring,
leadership a nd comm itment to cam pus.
The two a lso oversaw an unprecedented
period of strategic construction and
renovation at Eastern.
Their tenures included building the new
Student Center; an addition to the Science
Complex and a refurbished Phase II for
the complex; renovating the Pray-Harrold
classroom build ing; opening a new police
and safety bu ilding; a new indoor athletic
practice facility; refu rbishing McKenny Hall;
renovating residence halls and the overa l l
beautification o f campus.

T

he two helped oversee these efforts
while keeping student costs as low as
possible. EMU led the state of Michigan
in tuition restraint the past four years,
with an average annual increase of only
2.86 percent. That effort included EMU's
nationally recog nized measure of freezing
tuition, fees and housing costs two years
ago, a move Tom pushed for vigorously.
"I am proud and gratified by the changes
and improvements that have occu rred on
campus during this time," Roy said upon

finishing his tenure. "It's been important,
complex and satisfying work that drew
upon outstanding efforts by the regents,
admin istration, faculty, staff and students."
Tom said, "It's been a privilege to
represent the people of Mich igan on the
govern ing board of EMU for these past
eight years. Starting with our great faculty
in the classrooms to the Board of Regents,
Eastern is a student-foc used un iversity
that truly cares about student success in all
aspects of their stay here."
Yet these years conta ined challenges
as well. Roy and Tom began their terms as
Eastern was emerging from a controversy
over the University's fai l ure to fully report
the costs of University House, a story that
I helped report and that created wide
distrust among state legislators and the
community.
I was also a lead reporter in the story
a bout the handling of i nformation in the
death of EMU student Laura Dickinson,
which led to the resignation of several top
admin istrators and EMU's president.
With EMU in great d istress, it fell to
the Board of Regents to take decisive
action. Led by Tom, the board engaged

an outside law firm to conduct a
thorough investigation that, because of
its transparency and diligence, began the
healing process that led Eastern to the
strong position it occupies today.
Those were tough stories, times that test
ed a relationship between board members
and reporters. But I always found both men
accessible and honest in their assessment of
EMU and what needed to be done.
My EMU reporting duties ceased when
The Ann Arbor News folded in 2009,
and I had the good fortune to apply my
understand ing of Eastern to a new job
working in Welch Hall, of all places.
My understanding of Roy and Tom's
level of service only deepened the past
three years. They left a remarkable and
enduring footprint.
I a ppreciated watch ing it all unfold, from
both sides of the fence. Ill
-Geoff Larcom
Note: GeoffLarcom, EMU's executive director
for media relations, worked as a reporter and
editor for The Ann Arbor News for 25 years.
He covered Eastern Michigan University from
2004 until the paper's closure in July 2009.
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Around Campus

Mock Trial an Authentic
Courtroom Experience

from not rising promptly whe n the

EMU students participate in national Mock Trial competitions

a score of top witness in the round. Not
bad for a rookie.

8
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N

i no Monea's fi rst Mock Trial went
better than he expected. Apart

judge entered, and a (tem porary)
feeling of nervousness, his pa rts in the
Tr ial went well and he walked away with

Illustration by Stacy Innerst

In fact, EMU Team 386 won the
regional competition in February and
has advanced to the Opening Round

immediately to discredit the other side.
" I t's really exciting when th ere are

Championship Series, scheduled

a lot of good o bjections to what the
attorneys are saying, and when there

for late March at Miami University.

are convincing witnesses," says Dugas,

Team member John Adams won an
Outstanding Witness Award.
EMU's Mock Trial team, part of the

who hopes to go on to law school at
New York University or Georgetown .
T he plaintiff calls three witnesses

American Mock Trial Association, has
participated in AMTA events for a decade.

and examines t hem. T h e witnesses are
cross-examined by the defense with a

The events involve realistic but fictional

strategically worded line of questioning

cases that alternate between civil and
criminal. The cases are set in a fictional

designed to make the j ury, j udges

state with its own laws, procedures for

testimony.

court, and court conduct rules.

"As an attorney, you have to note
weak spots and figure out what you can

The teams get one case each

or other witnesses second-guess the

year. Generally, they have between
two weeks and a month to prepare

object to," Monea says. "You don't give

for competition. T hey work from
case packets that include pretrial

The witnesses must be knowledge
able about their pretended field of

information, judicial orders, statutes and

expertise, and be well-read on all the

applicable case law.

evidence. The roles also require acting

The packets also include evidence

the witness a lot of time to talk:'

skills and quick t hinking. Students on the

and affidavits. It's up to the team to

team generally like playing witnesses.

do their own researc h i n order to
be prepared for the trial. Barry Pyle,

character, dress up. The witness is really

political science professor and Mock

the star of the show;' says Monea.

Trial coach, works with the students to

"You can give the witness some

Judges score the teams based on

hone their public speaking skills and
help them learn to use evidence to their

the performance of the attorneys and
the witnesses. The scores reflect the

advantage. T he team usually competes

presentation of the facts and students'

seven to nine weekends per year

knowledge of the legal and procedural

around the Midwest.
Teams must come prepared.
Accordi ng to Kaitlyn Dugas, a political
science major and member of Team

aspects of the case. Witnesses are
scored on their performance under
direct and cross-examination.
Mock trials and actual court cases are

"It's one thing to practice in front of

387, the teams don' t know beforehand

a mirror, but in the courtroom I felt like

whether they'll be arguing the case for

very different from what's portrayed in
the media. Arguably, however, they're

a real attorney," says Monea, a dou b le

the plaintiff or the defendant.

j ust as exciti ng.

major in public law and government

T h e trial, usually held in a real
courtroom, begins with opening

how the courts work;' Monea says. "You

arguments from the plaintiff

acq u ire sk i lls like public speaking and

and defense attorneys. Each side
summarizes its argument and attempts

that aren't on TV:' I!

and in economics, and a member of one
of EMU's two Mock Trial teams.
Both teams-EMU Team 386 and
EMU Team 387-are wildly successful.

"You learn rules of evidence, and

improvisatio n . You learn a lot of things
-Leah Sh utes
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Who's at Risk?

Clinical psychology student researching
troubled mother-child relationships

I

t's often been said that child
abuse is hereditary. Sarah
Ah Ifs-Dunn hopes her work can
help break the dismal cycle that
gives rise to that formulation.
No, she's not a geneticist
(it's a metaphor, after all). She's
a doctoral candidate i n cl inical
psychology at Eastern Michigan
University whose dissertation
research is expanding
understanding of troubled
mother-child relationships and
how they m ight be hea l ed, or
even headed off.
Psychologists call the
feel i ngs and attitudes a mother
has toward her child, both
before and after birth, "maternal
representations." When these
representations evince negative
or unrealistic perceptions,
they're termed "disrupted."
"By the time women
reach their third trimester of
preg nancy, they typically start
to form i deas and impressions,
primarily u nconscious, about
the baby they a re carrying and
who they will be as a mother
to the baby and what their
relationship with the baby
will be like," says Ahlfs-Dunn.
"Maternal representations are
really i mportant because t hey
influence the mother's behavior
with her baby as well as how
she interprets and antici pates

1 0 E.i,tcrn I SPRING 201 3

h e r baby's behavior, a n d that
can be l i n ked with outcomes to
the baby."
Psychologists who study
i nfant mental health a n d the
effects of d omestic violence
on chi ldren have long
recogn ized this phenomenon,
but it wasn't u n t i l recently that
it could be q ua ntified. In 2009,
Diane Benoit, a psyc hiatrist at
the U n iversity of Toronto and
the H ospital for Sick C h i l d ren,
devel oped a system for coding
data from i n terviews with
m ot hers for characteristics of
d isru pted representations.
Ah lfs-Dunn was the fi rst
person in the U n ited States
to be trained in this system,
by Benoit herself, and she's
applying it to a vast set of
i nterviews conducted, from
preg nancy to three years after
birth, with more than 1 00 high
risk women from com munities
around Eastern.
"When you a re tra in ed
i n this cod ing scheme," says
Ah lfs-Dunn, "you learn to
look really closely i n these
t ra n scripts for key things l i ke
the mother laughing when
talking about the baby being
i n d i stress, being really hostile
and negative a bout the baby,
or w ithdrawing or being
helpless or fearful when the

Illustration by Stacy Innerst

baby is in need. The more
these come up as a pattern
for the mother, the more
problematic that is."

s Alissa Huth-Bocks,
A associate professor of

,.

psychology and Ah Ifs-Dunn's
mentor, points out, such
representations "have been
shown to be related to serious
parenting difficulties, including
maltreatment, and serious
social-emotional problems in the
young child. Sarah is doing some
amazing research that will make
big contributions to our field."
It could certa i nly be a boon
to clin icians. "We tend to find
that traumatized mothers
have these difficulties, so this
is something that would be
very important and of i nterest
to people working with
traumatized women," says
Huth-Bocks.
"If we have a better sense
of what can predict disru pted
representations," adds Ah IfsDunn, "then when they see a
mother with a history of trauma
that can affect mom-baby
relationships, they can assess
for the mother's representations
and d o the interventions based
on where their needs are."
Her work has attracted
attention in its most tangible
form. I n the last year, Ah IfsDunn has received external
g rants, totaling $ 1 0,000,
from Blue Cross Blue Shield
of Michigan, the American
Psychoanalytic Association, a nd
the International Psychoanalytic
Association to support her

d issertation. "I believe she is
the first student in our doctoral
program to receive so much
external funding," says HuthBocks.
Another first is i n the offing.
Ahlfs-Dunn a nd Huth-Bocks
have organized and will present
the first-ever symposi um
focused on disrupted maternal
relationships at the biennial
meeting of the Society for
Research in Child Development
in Apri l, featuring four
presentations of research
conducted in labs in the
U nited States, Canada a nd the
Netherlands.
"It's so new, so there's still so
much that can be learned," says
Ahlfs-Dunn. "I hope after I get
my PhD that I have a research
career a nd this continues to be
a big piece of it. I really believe
in and value the power of early
experiences."
Choosing Eastern for
g raduate school wasn't
exactly a close ca l l for her. " I
was really interested in how
mothers' experiences can be
passed down and impact their
children," she says, "so I was
looking for researchers and
professors who had done work
in that area, and I had already
become interested in maternal
representations from looking at
Alissa's work.
"How g rateful I am to be
here. I would not be a ble to
do this research that I feel
very passionate a bout without
the g reat support that I have
received." !!I
-Jeff Mortimer
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Tennis-Love

Generous gift brings courts back to campus

C

laudia Wasik attended the
Mid-American Confer
ence (MAC) women's tennis
tournament, hosted by Eastern
Michigan, i n 2003. Though the
Eagles performed well-fi n
ishing second to top-seeded
Marshall-she became u n easy
as she watched the matches
at Chippewa Country Club i n
Ypsilanti.

12
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"I just felt that cou l dn't
go on," Wasik says. "It was a
travesty that Eastern Michigan
d i d n't have any ten n is cou rts
on campu s."
So Wasik contributed a
leadership gift that, with Lucy
Parker's supporting gift, went
toward building new ten n i s
courts o n Eastern Michigan's
campus. The six cou rts, called

the Claudia Wasi k Tenn i s
Complex, sit north of the E M U
I ndoor Practice Facil ity and
o pe n ed i n fa l l 2 0 1 2.
"I j ust felt this was something
I had to do,"Wasik says.
Wasik (B562, MS66) and Parker
(BS59, MS66), both Eastern
M ichigan graduates and former
ten nis coaches at the school,
fondly remember the days when
courts existed on campus.
"People, between classes,
after classes, they would stop,
watch matches, go on," says
Wasik, an E-Club Hall of Farner
a nd two-time MAC Coach of

the Yea r. "It just g e nerated a n
awful l ot o f enthusiasm when
you had some student body
cheering for you. It rea lly gave
the players a lih."
If all g oes accord ing to plan,
that environment will return
with the new cou rts a nd their
spectator seati ng.
"I was very g ratefu l," East
ern Michigan women's tennis
coach Rya n Ray says. "Claudia
a n d Lucy, they're the pioneers
of the program."
Not only a re Wasik an d
Parker proud to he lp t he varsity
tennis team, they hope the new

Photographs by Randall Mascharka
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courts will raise the profile of
ten nis, a sport they still hold
dear. Parker remembers when
o n-campus courts had coin
boxes that students could feed
to keep the lights on and play
at n ight.
"We would take the quarters
and replace the nets;· Parker
says.
Eventually, those cou rts
were demolished to create
parking lots and new facilities.
Though the transition was u n
derstandable, and maybe even
necessary, that didn't make it
easy for Wasik and Parker.

"It saddened me greatly;·
says Parker, who served as associate athletic director for wornen's athletics from 1 977-1 99 1 . "I
taught tennis a l most all my life.
And it was gone:·
Ideally, to Wasik a nd Parker,
tennis will become so popular
again among students and faculty that there will eventually
be support to add on-campus
courts for recreational use.
But for now, the new courts
should be a boon to the varsity
team.
" It's vital for every Division
I program to h ave a facility to
ca l l their own," Ray says. "It's rea l l y going to help with recruiting and the overall atmosphere
of the prog ram."

The Mid-American Conference tournament will soon stop
rotating equally among the
league's schools with tennis
teams. After the current rotation
completes, the regular-season
champion of the previous year
will host the post-season tournament. With its new courts,
Eastern Michigan is better
equi pped to attract the studentathletes capable of bringing the
event back to Ypsilanti.
"The players know: If you
don't have a facil ity, there a re
many that do;' Ray says. "Nothi ng's like having the campus
atmosphere:'
Because the Eagles will still
play t heir home matches at
the Chippewa Club when the

weather pushes them indoors,
it's unclear when the new tennis
complex will host its first spring
match.
Most years, Wasik, who
spends her winters in Florida,
wou ld not be in Michigan for
the start of the spring tennis
season. But this year, Eastern
Mich igan's first outdoor match
will be held at the courts named
in her honor -certainly a reason
to j uggle travel plans.
"I would certainly make a n
attempt to be there," Wasik says.
Whether o r not she's in attendance for that match, nobody
would argue that she was there
for Eastern Mich igan and its tennis team. I!
-Dan Feldman

Claudia Wasik I left) and Lucy Parker continue t o provide leadership for women's athletics a t EMU.
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by Anita LeBlanc

s

There's always been the need tofit in despite
unique preferences. EMU students may
havefound a way to accommodate your
inner rebel while appeasing their desire to
socialize among the 340 student clubs and
organizations on campus. Here are ten of
the differen� wei,·d and wacky.
ternative Breaks (AB)
ile many students opt for a warm
d restful destination over spring
eak, some at EMU prefer providing
direct service to other communities.
Spring break trips this year took AB
members to: Atlanta to help support
refugee resettlement and HIV harm
reduction; New Orleans to provide
urban reconstruction and disaster
relief; as well as Virginia andFlorida to
support other community programs.
AB also provides weekend trips with
limited time, but lots to give.
Who needs rest when making a
difference and memories is such
an unbeatable combination?

t's more inspiring than one
1st creating? All kinds of artists
g together! AMP! makes this
possible, serving as a campus catalyst
for collaboration and increased
creativity among traditional and
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nontraditional student artists, as
they participate in interactive group
projects-ones that open doors to new
audiences, venues and opportunities.
The latest AMP ! project l Clash of the
Creators, a reality TV series pitting
two tean1s of student artists in a
competition focusing on creativity.
er Hockey Club
hy skate on thin ice when you can
n wheels?" could be the tagline for
U's Roller Hockey Club. The club
has been raising hell on wheels at col
lege rinks for over 1 2 years, playing the
wildly competitive sport that is similar
to ice hockey in nearly every way, with
the exception of roller blade taking the
place of bladed skates.
Fly ing Squirrels
i-;.r.('ftllMizard skills, winged Golden
tch or airborne broomsticks are
necessary in this Muggle version of the
fantasy sport developed by authorJ.K.
Rowling for her Harry Potter series.
Instead, The Flying Squirrels bring
together student geeks and athletes to
play an earthbound blend of Rugby
,• and Lacrosse. The team currently
ranks 7 1" out of 1 38 teams in the
International Quidditch Association
Rankings, and plans to fly even higher.

d Running Emus at EMU

e making of sound together to create
autiful harmony" is a rough English
n lation-and apt description-of
Eastern's HanSoRi Korean Traditional
Percussion group. TI1ey employ two
different kinds of Korean traditional
drums and gongs to play samul nori, a
Korean folk music genre once used by
farmers to increase their harvest. And
while they may not increase harvests, their
enthusiasm and that of their audiences
indicate they are clearly creating " beautiful
harmony."

1 dead on campus? Maybe, maybe not.
reak: Eastern, the EMU version of
athletic, live action, role-playing game
inspired by the Human vs. Zombies tag
game sweeping college campuses, has
two opposing teams of the Undead and
Resistance using hands, socks and soft
dart launchers to fight for dominance. N o
matter who wins, Outbreak: Eastern keeps
excitement alive and well on campus.Re
sponsibility explores ethical issues faced by
everyday computer u ers and uses hands
on practice with a broad variety of online
and computer productivity tools to sup
port socially responsible computer use.
geons and Dreadnoughts

e Eastern students wish for a more
gical social experience. Dungeons and
readnoughts offers ju t that to those
interested in science fiction fantasy
oriented games. Over 85 EMU students,
alumni and their pals currently meet to
play Magic: the Gathering, Warhammer
40k and other tabletop role-playing and
board games as they convivially conjure

you think you had to fly like an
e to run with other students at
stern? You mu t've had your head
in the sand. The Road Running Emus
have been welcoming EMU students
and alumni runners of any skill level
fast or slow, novice or experienced-for
several years. They run together three
to five times a week and also host runs ,
the most recent being the Luck of the
Emu SK Run-Walk.
Society

think "stoic" means "apathetic,"
l change your definition to
rong" after meeting EMU's Stoic
Society. N amed after the teachings of
the Greek philosopher, Zeno, the oldest
honorary organization on campus has
enthusiastically been in engaging in
local service commitments for nearly
103 years. Recent projects include
making blankets for the Linus Project,
volunteering at the Great
Lakes Rabbit Sanctuary and
donating holiday toys for
children of indigent families.
risbee

team sport played with the
flying di c, the men of the
risbee team saw the seeds
1lti1
of their highly competitive nature and
hard work blossom this year. After
attaining a top 50 ranking among all
registered college teams and placing
fifth in Regionals this year, it's clear that
their desire to advance to ationals is
not just a pie-in-the-sky aspiration; it's
rooted in solid ground. ri1

new friendships.
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A Conversation with Kristine Ajrouch
by Leah Shutes
Kristine Ajrouch is a sociology
professor, and director of the
gerontology program at EMU.
Her research interests include
studying the experiences of
Muslim Americans. She was
recently awarded $30,000 from
the EMU Office of Research
and Developmentfor her project
"Muslim Immigrant Experience,
Trends and Outcomes." The project
will counter the often-homogeneous
views many people have ofMuslim
immigrants, shedding new light
through a systematic analysis of the
diverse lifestyles ofpeople in that
group.

EASTERN: Gerontology seems a long way from researching immigrants. What's your stake in this
topic? What prompted this research?

AJROUCH: My research has covered the topic of Muslim Americans for about 15 years now. I
primarily focus on issues related to ethnic identity development, looking at inter-generational
relationships. There was a call for proposals focusing on immigration, and one of the biggest
challenges in doing research on Muslims in America is being able to identify Muslims, because
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they're not well represented in larger surveys. I thought it would
be a unique opportlmity to analyze data on a representative sam
ple of Muslim Americans. I wanted to document the immigrant
experience because immigrants are a group we don't know a lot
about and about whom people sometimes have negative ideas. I
wanted to be able to show what Muslim Americans' trajectories
are like as immigrants.

esting group. Especially in the post 9- 1 1 world, they've become
targeted as a group to fear and discriminate against, but their
trajectories in the United States haven't followed the same paths
as typical minority groups'. N othing so far in the analysis has
shown that. My goal is to show that Muslim immigrants should
be looked at as just another immigrant group--that they're not a
group that's threatening to the United States.

EASTERN: It's often said that the United States is one of the
more tolerant countries towards immigration. Would you
say that's true ?

EASTERN: Your project description mentions that there are some
specific dimensions and elements of the immigration experience.
Can you expand on that?

AJROUCH: Oh, absolutely. W hat America has going for it is the fact
that it is a land of immigrants. Most everybody can trace their
ancestry to some immigrant family member who came here.
Other countries, Like the European nations, are not countries of
immigrants; they have a long history of native peoples, so when
immigrants come in, I think it's much more threatening. There
have been some periods in our history when we have not been
very tolerant, but generally it's a country that was meant to be one
of immigrants. I think the commitment we have to religious free
dom and the separation between church and state is something
that really is an enormous advantage-not just for the country as
a whole, but for the individual people Living here as well.

AJROUCH: We're measuring integration by looking at language
proficiency, socio-economic integration, and political integra
tion. One of the analysis goals is to look at trends and outcomes
depending on where the immigrants come from: the Middle
East, South Asia, or Africa. We also have some from Europe. So
we are looking at the kinds of factors that they bring with them:
what we call pre-immigrant experiences. How many of them had
exposure to English before they came here, and does this expo
sure predict their integration efforts here ? W hat kinds of jobs did
they have before? Were they active politically? What conditions
brought them here? Did they come here for family reunification?
Did they come here because there was a job opportunity and the
job sponsored them? We're hyp othesizing that those experiences
may influence how successful they are. The idea is really to look
at the drivers that are predicting their integration outcomes. We'll
also be able to get some indication oflength of stay and what kind
of influence that bas on integration.

EASTERN: Do you think there is a tendency among many Ameri
cans to assume that all Arabs are Muslim, and that all Muslims
speak Arabic?
AJROUCH: Yes, I do. There's a lot of confusion about religion and
national origin. It's true that the majority ofArabs are Muslims
in the Arabic-speaking world, but the majority ofMuslims in the
world are actually South Asian. Muslim immigrants, who make
up about 8 percent of the inunigrant population in the U.S. today,
are quite diverse and come from different countries.
EASTERN: Would you say that Muslims have a harder time integrat
ing themselves into American society than other i.nunigrants?
AJROUCH: l predict that my study will not show that. This analysis
is not comparative, but we can compare it with other studies to
learn something about trends and outcomes. Data from a 2007
Pew Research Center study shows that Arabs and Muslims have
a higher education level than the average white American, which
would indicate a lot of integration and success. They're an inter-

EASTERN: W hat will you do with the results? W hat do you hope to
contribute to the field?
AJROUCH: I 'd like to be able to publish the results and disseminate
them, maybe not just through scholarly conferences. I think it
might be worthwhile to write an op-ed piece and publish it in
major newspapers, reflecting on the Muslin1 immigrant experi
ence. I 'm predicting that their experiences will be very sinular to
other immigrants' experiences, that they're just going to be an
other immigrant group. I think it's going to be important to show
those similarities, because there's a preconceived notion that
somehow Muslims can't integrate into American society because
their religion is so different. But most Muslims see their religion
as very compatible with Christianity. To them, Islam is just the
next chapter in the Abraharnic faiths. I!
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Eastern on Autism
A community working toward awareness1 help1 education

N

by Lynn Monson

ew courses, degrees and services that focus on autism
are positioning Eastern Michigan University as an
educational leader in one of the fastest-growing
healthcare specialties in the country.
Autism has long been part of the curriculum in the College
of Education and its department of special education, but now
EMU is expanding its autism education and services both on
campus and off.
The University is developing new undergraduate courses
starting next year so that students majoring in special education
can add an endorsement in autism. These will complement a
relatively new M.A. in Autism Spectrum Disorders, introduced
in 2008, that is drawing increased interest from recent grads as
well as early- and mid-career educators.
EMU is also boosting its commitment beyond the
classroom and into the community. This spring it will celebrate
a $ 1 million staff and technology expansion at its Autism
Collaborative Center (ACC), a family-based autism clinic
located in a former elementary school on the northwest
1 8 Ea.seem I SPRING 2013

edge of campus. Currently a resource for about 100 families
in Washtenaw and western Wayne counties, the ACC will
now be able to link people all around Michigan witl1 a
network of autism resources via an array of high-tech digital
telecommunications equipment.
In addition to these autism-related developments on
campus, Eastern also has a voice in the national autism
discussion. Sally Burton-Hoyle, an associate professor in the
department of special education, was appointed last year to
a federal advisory committee by Kathleen Sebelius, secretary
of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. The
Interagency Autism Coordinating Committee, authorized by
Congress, updates an annual report with the latest scientific
research and the "newest opportunities and challenges" for
meeting the needs of people with autism and their families.
It's an important emphasis for government health research
because the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
now estimates that 1 in 88 children have Autism Spectrum
Disorders; a number much higher than just a few years ago,

in part because of better diagnoses and more accurate
reporting of cases.
The panel includes a W ho's W ho of pre-eminent
scientists, doctors and directors of federal agencies,
includingFrancis Collins, a world-renowned geneticist
and director of the N ational Institutes of Health.
Burton-Hoyle is among the 1 5 "public members"
academics, individuals with autism, parents and leaders
of advocacy organizations.
Burton-Hoyle attends meetings and webinars and
even gets an early look at the latest peer-reviewed
medical journal articles, which she then shares with her
students.
"We downloaded these and that was part of
class," she says, pointing to studies referenced in the
committee's annual report. "So ( EMU students) are
not getting old information on autism. They're getting
current, current (research) before even local (autism
experts) know it."

B

urton-Hoyle was already bringing a Lifetime
of autism experiences and extensive
knowledge to her students before the federal
appointment: she grew up in Kansas with a
brother who was on the autism spectrum. She also
served as executive director of the Autism Society
of Michigan for 12 years and developed an extensive
network of autism contacts and resources around the
Sally Burton-Hoyle has been named to a national advisory committee on autism
state and country.
spectrum disorder. She created a master's program in autism at EMU in 2008 and is
Burton-Hoyle was hired by EMU in 2006 to teach
now developing curriculum for undergrads.
and create the M.A. in Autism Spectrum Disorders
program. That program started with about 10 students in 2008
expertise we have here at EMU about autism with folks in
and has grown rapidly to 49 this year. She is now developing
the community," he says. "People recognized early on that
the new undergraduate curriculum.
the kinds of needs that people living with autism and their
Also early in her time at EMU, Burton-Hoyle worked
families (have) stretch across a whole bunch of disciplines.
with Gretchen Reeves, associate professor in the College of
So it was designed intentionally to move across those
Health and Human Services, and Pamela Lemerand, associate
traditional boundaries between special education and physical
professor of occupational therapy at EMU's Institute for
therapy and occupational therapy and speech language and
the Study of Children,Families and Communities, to create
psychology . .. "
the Autism Collaborative Center. It opened in 2009 with a
Studying the problems of autism in a classroom is one way
to learn, but a better way is to meet the families who are dealing
relatively small staff in the former Fletcher school.
with it, Smith says. " The extent to which there are real people
Philip Smith, department head for special education,
says the ACC was started to meet many needs. " (It was) an
living with autism and their families right here, (students) can
start to make real human relationships with those people, and
opportunity for folks here to be able to give our students real
understand people as people rather than a set of symptoms
world experience, and then to be able to share the amazing
and a set of diagnoses. Because I think what breaks down those
OPPOSITE PAGE: Alpha Xi Delta sorority members like Julia Rosenzweig
barriers are establishing relationships, getting to know Johnny
work with children while the kids' parents sit in on Wednesday Night Live
and
getting to know Johnny's family ... and the things they
programs about autism issues. The sorority also holds a campus-wide
experience."
scavenger hunt to call awareness to autism.
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The ACC has received tv.ro grants through the Michigan
Department of Community Health, used mainly to increase
staffing and to purchase and install hardware and software
for live video and audio links between the EMU center and
anyone with Internet access.

J

on Margerum-Leys, associate dean of the EMU College
of Education and Office of Academic Services, says the
emphasis on video communication has advantages for
families. If one parent brings a child to the EMU autism
center for a therapy session, other family members and the
child's other healthcare providers could observe the session
from afar. It not only reduces travel time and expense, but it
also reduces the information burden on the accompanying
parent who previously would have had to remember and
explain the many developments to other members of the
treatment team who weren't present. Recorded therapy
sessions and staff meetings can also be educational teaching
tools for EMU students who no longer have to be present at
the original events. Observation rooms adjacent to treatment
rooms in the ACC allow only a limited number of people to

observe professional interactions in person, but if the session
is recorded it can be used in classrooms or in many other
educational forums (provided parents give their permission).
Margerum-Leys and Pamela Lemerand, director of the
ACC, emphasize the importance of organizing resources to
reduce the burden for families dealing with autism.
" What we're poised to do is to help be a clearinghouse
and help people work together," Margerum-Leys says. "What
we want to be in the middle of, is determining which way is
forward and working collaboratively with other folks in the
community. ... It's knowing who the other players are, and
really thinking about how best to work together."
Lemerand says what sets the EMU center apart from most
private clinics is its emphasis on family. "TI1e disorder of autism
affects every single member of the family. Oftentimes, the best
intervention you can give toward a child is really to support
the parents in their parenting role and their understanding of
autism and autism intervention . ... The life of parenting a child
with autism is an exhausting experience. It is very stressful to
marriages, it is stressful to siblings, and so we try to support that
kind ofwraparound intervention. The newest grant will allow us

Future teachers studying autism at EMU are able to get involved and really understand how to work with students who fall on the autism spectrum.
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to have sufficient staffing to do that very well, very effectively."
Having what amounts to an ongoing autism case study on
campus is invaluable for EMU students, who get to see faculty
and professional therapists working with families in a multi
disciplinary approach. It's a symbiotic relationship: Students
are assigned coursework and projects or volunteer at the center,
all of which has benefits for the students, yet at the same time
they are helping provide valuable services for families.

0

n a late afternoon in mid-March, two EMU grad
students, Mona Mallad and Christina Ozee, were at
the ACC to meet with Amy Sanderson, the center's
family services director. The students had brought
along a project they had created for a graduate-level course
taught by Burton-Hoyle. The assignment was to create a
package of visual aids that would document each step a child
would take in getting a haircut at the ACC. Haircuts are one of
Sanderson's favorite services provided by the center because
they are a perfect example of how simple tasks for most people
are sometimes impossibly difficult for people with autism. For
years, Sanderson dreaded taking her son-who has autism
for haircuts because he vigorously resisted what is not a daily or
regular task he was accustomed to.
Making haircuts predictable and easier is the goal of a meth
od the center started a couple of years ago. To improve the pro
cess, Mallad and Ozee photographed a child who was using the
service, then made those photos into a step-by-step guide with
simple messages printed on each photo-"This is the hallway
I walk down to get my haircut" or "I sit still when I get my hair
cut." The grad students created the pictorial instructions in both
printed and video forms. They also created what might be called
a visual schedule-a vertical banner that hangs on the wall next
to the haircut chair. Each step has a visual icon that parents can
point to each step of the way; when each step is complete, that
icon is removed so the child can follow their progress and focus
on what's next. When all the icons are removed, they know the
haircut is over. "It's modeling the correct behavior rather than
saying 'don't do this,' " Sanderson says. "It very organized, very
calming for a lot of our kiddos:'
Mal lad has experience working with children with severe
cognitive impairments, but now she plans to focus on children
with autism once she completes her master's degree at Eastern.
Ozee says her EMU coursework has emphasized the unique
educational needs of every child, including those with autism.
"It' ju t a puzzle and you want to reach all kids," she says.
EMU's contribution to the study of autism is growing
at a significant pace, led in large part by Burton-Hoyle's
commitment to the field. That commitment started with
her brother many years ago and continues today just as

Eastern's Autism Collaborative Center works directly with children and
families affected by autism.

intensely, three years after his death at age 45.
"My life and my work has beautifully taken me to every part
of the spectrum, which is just so fascinating. So I look at it all
really as a blessing and as a blessing to my students because
they get a different perspective for future teachers,'' she says.
"I tell my students what my goal is for them is that they are
going to change the world. Because they are going to go out
there, they are going to understand autism inside, outside,
upside down. And they are going to go to wherever ( their jobs
take them) and rise to being in charge:' t!I

About Autism

• Autism is the shorthand term for a broad variety
of developmental disabilities that can cause social,
communication and behavioral problems. Researchers and
healthcare experts more commonly refer to Autism Spectrum
Disorders, or ASD, and people with autism are says to be "on
the spectrum'.'
• The latest research from the U.S. Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention estimates that 1 in 88 children has ASD. It's 5
times more common in boys than girls.
• Disabilities are highly individualized to each person, but
range from severe problems with language and intellect to
the inability to socialize, communicate and navigate their
environment. Asperger syndrome is one of the more well
known and milder forms.
• There is no cure but studies show that early intervention
significantly improves a child's development.
• Most scientists, according to the CDC, don't believe there
is a single cause and have identified both genetic and non
genetic factors that play a role in its development.
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seem to be shuffled ever faster. Academic disciplines
shrink and expand, fragment and coalesce, as they
struggle to remain accurate reflections of the realities
they both archive and investigate.

eople getting degrees these days confront a world

But just as the world has never stood still, the newly

that's dramatically different from the one they lived in

graduated have always faced a mystery. After all those

when they started school at least 16 years ago. It was

years ofknowing what they were supposed to do-the

a world where most folks expected to pick a career at

paper to write, the exam to take, the class to attend, the

some point, prepare themselves for it, and spend their

grade to achieve-they must now play a game whose

working lives pursuing it, followed-with a little bit ofluck
by a comfortable, secure retirement.
It almost seems like science fiction now, or a documentary

rules they understand imperfectly, if at all.
What does that feel like for Eastern's most recent, or
soon to be, alumni? Where do they want to go? Where

about a long-vanished past The domestic auto industry was

do they think they're going? Which decisions have

taking on water, but it was still afloat. Google hadn't been

they made already, which have they deferred, and why?

founded yet. Hardly anyone was connected to the Internet,

Where do they see opportunities, and how do they feel

anyway, and those who were had time to cook dinner while

about the job Eastern did of preparing them?

waiting for a photograph to download. Books were read on

We asked a few of them some questions like these.

paper, and the only mail was delivered by the Postal Service.

We encouraged them to be open-ended in their

Only a handful oftrue believers insisted on eating organic food.

responses. Unlike the world they're coming from,

The sea of changes surrounding the turn of the century
have upped the ante for picking a pathway, even as the cards
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and just like the one they're entering, there were no
correct answers.

he main resp onse
T 1 ge t wh e n I t ell
so m eo n e I 'm
graduating is, 'That's great !
So what are yo u doing next?'
Well, to be quite hone st, I
don't know. I'm currently
de ciding betwee n continuing
o n to graduate sch o ol or
taking a y ear off and doing
so m e volunte e ring with local
n o nprofits. Trying to switch
Jennie ultimately wants to work at a nonprofit LGBT organization, but isn't sure
from academics to realizing
of her path to get there. After graduation she's debating between going lo grad
school and taking a year off, and has no immediate plans for post-graduation
there's a life after school is a
employment.
ne w feeling, e sp e cially since
I'm still academically focused. It's kind of a scary fe eling. I 'm trying right now to
take it day by day and focus on schoolwo rk. I think ifl had a cl eare r picture of
where 1 wante d to go after coll ege, it might be different, but since I'm still uns ure
and trying t o figure it o ut, it's more stress than it's worth, s o I'm trying to focus
on sch o ol and, when 1 can, talk t o my advis e rs or some of th e faculty I'm close
with. It's not comple te ly o n the back burner, but right n ow I 'm trying not to l e t it
ov erwh elm me.
My support syste m h e re at EMU has been great about listening to my co nce rns
and confusion, and offering advice . I appreciate that I've b ee n able to beco m e close
to many of my pro fessors and that they genuin ely care abo ut m e . 1 will miss EMU
ve ry much. I have made many great fri e nds and connecti o ns h e re. I found that
what he lped make EMU a h ome for me was getting involved on campus. Joining
student gro up s, and wo rking at the LGBT Res ource Ce nter has given me o ne of
the best families I could ever ask for. I have been able to meet so many pe ople and
listen to th e ir sto ri es. I have bee n able to make an impact on campus, and for that I
am grateful. I 'm e nj oying my las t sem ester. Eve n th ough I'm uncertain ab out where
th e future will l ead m e, I always think it's bette r to d o what yo u're passionate about.
If l'm happy, it's worth m o re than the extra m o n e y."
''

-Jennie Rokakis, Wom e n and G e nd e r Studie s major, N o npro fit

''

Administration mino r.

fter high scho o l, I 'd made the decision to hold off o n attending college .
A Instead, I atte nd ed Le C o rdon Bl e u: Sco ttsdale Culinary Institute in

Scottsdale, Ariz. with the ide a that 1 wo uld wo rk my way through co llege
making cupcakes . Alth o ugh, I graduate d near the top o f my clas s, that caree r n eve r
materialized. I spent the n ext few years wo rking outsid e that fi eld, fully aware that
my life had certainly gone away fro m non-descript plan I had set in my head.
By that time, I was nearly 2 1 . Although I was only four years out of high sch o ol,
I had th e distinct s e nse that my life would remain munda ne until I to ok a risk. Six
months and a l o t o f stre ss later, I was opening the d oo rs to B l 04 Cornell Courts

Interview photographs by Jakob Skogheim

Facing New
Prospects
We asked, "Graduating? Just graduated?
How does itfeeU What happens next?"
FACEBOOK

ROBYN BERNARD actively job searching.
Super diffiwlt.

HOLLY WIETECHA Itfeels weird to be
grad11ated! It is defi11itely an adj11st111ent! I 've
put so nr11ch tin1e a11d energy into my nursing
educatio11 and no1v it's over! 'Wl1at lrappens
ne:.;t is I anr taking 111y state boards to become a
licensed RN! And hopefully get a job, which is
getting quitefrustrating!
MARY KOBROSSI I love not having to drive
to EMU's campus or deal wit/1 parking.

PORSCHE GRIFFIN Graduating i11 April
as well. These past 5 1/2 years has bee11 an
amazing ride socially and academically. I'111
de.finitely nervous as to what lies beyo11d April
28th, but I know that I a111 slowly but surely
becoming more preparedfor life after.
JESSICA WOOTEN Graduating in April, I
am so ready to be done, but extremely nervo11s at
the same time. I have had such an amazing time
at EMU 1

DANIEL TURVEY, JR Itfeels great. Fou11d au
awesome job shortly after graduation and de.finitely
feel preparedfor tire challenges of the professional
world. I've been able to contribute to a multi-billion
dollar company in very creative ways that have
been appreciated by many.
ZAIN AB A JAFAR Graduated in Dece111ber,
it was an amazing e.xpirence at EMU. It was
a challenge but was worth it. I'll be looking
forward to return to EMUfor graduate school!

STEPHANIE BROCK PRICE Graduating in
April and can't wait. Not sure what I am going
to do witli my e:;:tra time.
SARAH FOX Grad11ati11g in April, but will
still continue my dialectal research. I love it
and would be sad ta see it end. There's so many
aspects that need to be exploredyet.
NICHOLAS J MEISLING Aweso111e! I'm
ready to start making money, instead of
spending it!
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Jerome is curnntly wortdng five jobs, four ofwhich are just to pay the bills and do not have
anything to do with hisend goal. His primary fo<Us is his website, LTASEX.info, which he wants to
build into the ultimate resource for sex education.

and starting my new, jobless college life.
College was ... college. Like many students, I meandered
quite a bit. I took classes I liked, slept in too often and partied
too much. I didn't get my bearings until I saw my abysmal final
grades from winter 20 10, my fifth semester. From there, things
sped up to a blur and before I knew it, I was staring my final
semester dead in the face.
The idea of graduation terri fied me; I had no idea if l was
ready to take the next step. For weeks, I was consumed by the
idea that after successfully walking across the stage I would
immediately trip and fall flat on my face. The feeling that I
would fail to launch post-graduation kept growing and by
N ovember I would panic just thinking about Dec. 19.
I'm not sure when or why but at a certain point, I decided to
simply take my impending graduation with grace. I'd spent five years
and thousands of dollars working towards a single goal. I had to trust
I was ready and I'm glad I did. Because, as it turned out, I was more
than ready.
I'm still a little shaky on my feet and the uncertainty ofthe next
few months is a bit scary. But with so many opportunities on the
horiwn - many of which started before graduation - I can say that
I'm excited. Despite our many differences over the years, I have
EMU to thank for that"

-Jerome Stuart Nichols (BS 1 2) psychology, human
sexuality minor

,,

I

really enjoy interacting with people and learning new
things about people. I volunteered for orientation as
an undergrad and was able to use what I was learning
in anthropology in my role, in being their group leader,
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showing them around campus, providing them with resources,
helping them acclimate to the univer ity. I realized that while
I enjoy the academic setting, history and geography and
anthropology, as a career I wanted to make sure I could be
helpful to people. That's why I geared more toward student
affairs. I was a nervous wreck at commencement in December,
but at the same time this was cool. I knew I was going to
finish early, in three and a half years. I knew I was ahead of
my game. In the middle of my junior year, I knew how many
credits I had, how many I needed, and what courses to take.
I had systematically planned it all out because I'm like that.
1hen I applied to three different graduate programs for
student affairs for Fall 20 1 3. My goal was to take a semester
off, relax and just reward myself. But then my adviser/mentor
presented me with an opportunity to apply for this open
position in Residence Life. At first, I was like I appreciate it
but I want to extend my horizons, go to a different university.

Michael has started graduate school at EMU and Is working as a graduate hall director for Residence
life. He's studying student affairs and will be looking for Jobs in Residence Life or New Student
Orientation at universities comparable in size to EMU.

Then I thought more about it, and realized it was such a great
opportunity to have a live-in position, have the experience of
supervising undergraduate staff members and handling crisis
response, conflict mediation, j ust the overall administration
of a residence hall, so I took him up on the offer and applied
for this position. I found out two days before commencement
that I was going to have this job. I was very fortunate to go
from undergrad to a grad program three weeks later:'

-Michael Volkman (BS 1 2) in Anthropology with double
minor in Geography and History, graduated with
University Honors and Summa Cum Laude

,,

Kelsea plans on becoming a se<ondary social studies teacher. Right now she is student teaching
and will be searching for jobs in the Ypsilanti or Detroit area post graduation. If she doesn't get a
position right away, she plans on substituting until a position opens up.

,,

ith April 28 quickly approaching, I find
w myself optimistic about entering the next
phase of my career. My collegiate years have
prepared me for the never-ending challenges that are
guaranteed to arise throughout life. When the scene
of crossing that stage plays in my mind, three words
that encapsulate that moment cross my mind: honor,
curiosity and optimism. Honor in that I 've had the
opportunity to contribute to a community, a people,
an institution that have collectively altered the way
in which I process information, build meaningful
relationships and most importantly, maintain meaning
i n the gift of being a resource for others. Curiosity
in accepting that I do not and never will possess all

t seems impossible to me that my college career
I is almost over. As I have entered into my final

semester of student teaching in a high school
classroom, I am already being hit with the reality that
the "real world" is not waking up at 1 0 a.m., staying
awake until 3 a.m., and hanging out with friends every
spare second of the day. Instead, life after graduation
means waking up at 5 a.m., going to bed at 10 p.m.,
and experiencing a certain degree ofloneliness as your
best friends begin heading in separate directions after
graduation.
After April, I have no more schedules, plans or set
agendas. I do not know i f I will be living in Michigan,
living on the other side of the country or living with
unemployment. There is a degree of uncertainty that
accompanies graduation that can be paralyzing. Yet, at
the same time, graduation from college mean endless
possibilities, a chance to demonstrate how much I
have grown and learned over the past four years, new
friendships, marriage, and unexpected experiences.
As I prepare for graduation, there are days when I feel
degrees of each of these emotions, and it is not always
easy to cope with the reality that something incredible
is coming to an end. Yet, in the midst of it all, I will
continue moving forward, because graduation is not
just the end, but it is also the beginning of everything I
have been preparing for."
-Kelsea Chap lin, Secondary Education Social

Studies major, History minor

Matthew will be woriting asan associate at a non-profit focusing on voter participation In
Brooklyn, NY after graduating this April. His ultimate goal is to practice law in the areas of
consumer protection and finance.

of the answers to every question that may arise but
the drive to welcome the uncertainty of tomorrow
in pursuit of knowledge none the less. Finally, I'm
awash with optimism; as I will be a graduate of Eastern
Michigan University and that no matter the obstacle,
I'm equipped to succeed . . . and for that alone l can't be
more grateful."
-R. Matthew Norfleet, Student Body President,

Political Science major, Public Law and
Government minor
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Sarasota to EMU

1, 218 Miles. 9 Days. Alone.
ST. P

by Kody Klein

"We are so lost in the commerce ofour lives that we do not
know that the invitation we are tuming down is to the
ban quet oflife itself"
-Bruce Sa11gui11 Danvin, Divinity, and

I

tire Dance oftire Cosmos

don't remember when it happened, but at some
vague point of maturation I became aware my
childhood had ended. 11,ereafter, the carelessly
contented whimsy of sunny, never-ending days
and starry, ever-dreaming nights faded into a scattered
nebula of nostalgic memory.
I'm 22. I'm not old enough to be wise, but wise
enough to know my days are numbered. With that has
come a constant nagging to make the absolute most of
the precious few days I have; a challenge to sponge up as
much beautiful life and soul-searching truth as I possibly
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bhikhu rejecting the samsara of modem society.
I saw the perfect opportunity in the impending winter break.
My parents had moved to Sarasota, Fla., and my brothers and I
were aiming to drive down to spend the holidays together as a
family.
I decided to hitchhike home alone.
It was perfect. Thinking about it made me giddy. The inherent
dangers others reminded me of couldn't trump the holistic
design. Thumbing the 1,2 1 8 miles from Sarasota to Ypsilanti
would test all of my ideas in a way no other experiment could. It
would mean limiting my cowardly reliance on money, investing in
the kindness ofstrangers, and learning to more deeply appreciate
the divine poesy of Fate.
"Pain or love or danger makesyou real again... "
-Jack Kerouac, The Dl1arma Bums

can and then lovingly squeeze it all out on the rest of the world.
Attempting to dedicate myself to that endeavor has been
awkward and frustrating. I've come to feel that our big iron
world ofcredit and debt doesn't encourage true living. Instead,
it enforces a shallow existence in a vacuous culture of material
gluttony and spiritual starvation.
Once I started seeing the world through those eyes, I could
sense the bedrock of melancholy upon which our streets are
paved and our homes are built. It's a coarse yarn woven into the
fabric of our civilization; the panicky narcissism that emotionally
isolates us from one another; the quiet resignation that closes our
minds, sours our hearts, and saps the daydream luminescence
from our eyes.
As my senior year waned, 1 started to feel desperate. I had to do
something to test whether I could reasonably live my life the way I
want to live it. I had to do something big, something spectacularly
stupid, to find out whether 1 was indeed a fool, or an inspired

I had to make it back to Ypsilanti by January 4.
I left the day after Christmas, around 2 p.m. My grandmother
was my first ride. That seemed oddly fitting. She dropped me off
one exit north from my parents' condo. I could see how scared
she was for me. Everyone was. It hurt to know I was upsetting so
many people, but it wasn't something that could be helped. I gave
her a hug and told her I loved her.
1hen she was gone. And I was alone.
But I v;asn't alone for long. About ten minutes after my
grandma left, a car pulled to the side of the road. Perhaps it was a
sign or perhaps a novel coincidence, but it seems oddly fitting that
the first person to offer me a ride was named Jesus (though to be
fair, he introduced himself as Jesse).

0

ne of the things this trip taught me was that every
single person I meet has the potential to play the role
of prophet, guiding me toward enlightenment. If!
have an open heart and an active mind, then there
is wisdom and inspiration derived from the banter, musings and
anecdotes of all conversation.
Jesse was a prophet.
Though a U.S. citizen, he emigrated from Paraguay about 1 2
years ago. Despite stern admonishment from his family; h e took a
dishwashing job on an international cruise ship. After several years
traveling the world,Jesse got a job on land in Florida. Soon after,
he feU in love with the women who worked at a kiosk at the mall
where he bought postcards to send his parents. Now,Jesse and the
woman from the kiosk have been married for eight years.
Jesse took me as far as Brandon, about 50 miles north of
Sarasota. I grabbed my prayer flags from my backpack, cut one of
them off the line and offered it to him as a token of my gratitude.
He seemed moved by the gesture.
Then I was back on the side of the road. I felt exhilarated-Eastern I SPRING 20 1 3 27

and proud ! I was proving everyone wrong. I was already nearly
an hour north from where I started, and traffic was heavy so I
assumed that I'd have a ride again in no time.
While hitching, I wore no watch and left my phone off, so it's
hard to say how much time passed during any specific part of the
journey. But I'm pretty sure I was stuck in Brandon for well over
an hour.
Almost everybody stared. Some went above and beyond,
glaring, giving me the finger, tauntingly rewu1g their engines, and
the like.
At first, it was amusing to me. I was too invigorated to care.
As far as I was concerned, I had made it out of the cave and these
frightened numbskulls were still worshipping shadows. Of course
they'd find me amusing or offensive.
I walked back and forth over the same 30-yard stretch of
sidewalk. I sang. I danced. Out of boredom, I repeatedly took my
pack off just to put it back on again minutes later.

A

round the time I got tired of singing "When I'm
64" (which doesn't usually happen), I became
ruscouraged. Car after car after staggeringly
unsympathetic car passed by. I started to feel
desperate, cursing and pleading under my breath. I couldn't
understand why no one was stopping. They had room in their
cars. I was going the same direction as they were.
Finally, a young man named Tim pulled over. Tim was a nice
guy. We drove together for about 20 minutes and he dropped me
off on the nowhere outskirts of Tampa. It was a bit farther from
any town than I would have liked, but I figured it had to be better
than Brandon.
After about 20 minutes, it seemed worse.
The exit where Tim dropped me saw a modest fraction of the
traffic in Brandon. Moreover, most of the people who rud pass the
exit seemed like the sort of quiet old folks who retired in Florida's
gulf side so they could get away from obnoxious young people
like me. Most of them didn't even acknowledge I was there.
Again, something vaguely resembling an hour passed by.
I tried really hard to stay optimistic. After all, one of the
hypotheses I was testing was whether positive energy was self
manifesting. I couldn't let fear bloom into pessimism. That could
compromise everything in a very real way.
But the sun was setting and it was getting colder ( that
week, Florida nights had been hovering in the 40s). I started
to feel scared. I started to doubt myself, started to wonder
what the hell I was thinking. How the hell did I get myself
into this situation ? I started looking at the nearby overpass
and seriously wondering whether I could handle sleeping
under it-whether it would even be safe.
A quiet tide of panic slowly flooded the shores of my
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perception. I started wondering whether I should begin walking
toward the nearest town. The dilemma I faced was that though I
wanted to believe in Fate, I didn't know what it would want me
to do. Was I where I needed to be? Was I supposed to trust in
the Universe to send me another guardian? Or was the Universe
waiting for me to take myself someplace else? Therein laid
the stark philosophical divide between passive and aggre sivc
existence, which was central to my experiment.
But there was no logical answer. Both options seemed
perfectly sensible. 1lunking was useless. It was a matter of quieting
the scattered dissenting intraspiritual voices in search of that faint
whisper of truth, and a matter of trusting myself to know it when
I heard it.
Indecision.
I heard my arrogant voice of self-determination, compelling
me to take Fate into my own hands. I felt I was too good, my life
too short, to waste any more time lonesome and shivering on
the side of the road. So, gauging my direction by the settu1g sun, I
started walking roughly northeast.
I rudn't know where l was going but I figured no matter where
I ended up, it'd be better than where I'd spent the previous hour.
I hadn't walked but a quarter mile when I heard someone
honking at me from behind. I turned to see a woman in an SUV
pulling to the curb and waving me over.

I know that sounds intensely neurotic, partly because it is, but
there are so many barriers we keep between ourselves and those
who show us hospitality. When people do nice things for us, we
get nervous. We worry about being a nuisance or a freeloader. We
feel a panicked sense of debt we're not sure we can pay.
I didn't know whether Arthur and Sandra even wanted me in
their home or if they were just indulging Tathiana.

T

hen, as I watched Arthur sitting by himself, I realized
tl1at this is exactly what I needed to overcome. This
was it. What I was experiencing was tl1e emotional
isolation fostered by a society founded on ilie
illusions of credit and debt. All artifical exchanges aside, people
are people. We're all moilis looking for a light of some kind.
Shouldn't iliat unite us?
I quietly reminded myself to have faiili in my own beautiful
personhood, and sat down next to Ariliur.
Ariliur was fascinating. He immigrated to Miami two years
before ilie rest of his family did. Despite his bachelor's degree in
computer science and strong work ethic, he got stuck working
menial jobs. Neverilieless, he saved as much money as he could
and diligently worked to finalize the paperwork to grant his
family's immigration to ilie U.S.
I was filled wiili respect and awe. I couldn't
imagine how lonesome it must have been for a
husband and father of three to temporarily leave
Her name was Tathiana. She said she had
barriers we keep
his family.
passed me earlier and decided to double back
between ourselves
After a moment of empailietic silence, Arthur
to pick me up. When she returned and saw
changed ilie subject back to me and said, "What
I was gone, she thought she had missed me.
and those who
Had I walked much farther, she probably
you
are doing ... it is crazy:'
show us hospitality.
"I don't know about iliat," I began somewhat
would have, and I could've been stuck walking
When people do
hesitantly. "For me, this is sort oflike your
for hours.
nice things for us,
decision to immigrate to the United States. I'm
"For small creatures such as we, the vastness is
sure
you must have been terrified. I'm sure iliere
we get »ervous. We
only bearable through love." -Carl Sagan
were people who called you a fool. But it was
worry about being
something you felt, in your heart ofhearts, you
Tathiana's parents had little to say as she
a nuisance or a
had to do."
excitedly told ilie story of ilie hitchhiker
The temporary lull in conversation was
standing in ilieir living room. There was a look
freeloader.
excruciating. I realized only after the words
of concerned bewilderment in their eyes.
tumbled out of my mouth the potential they
"You're crazy," her failier, Arthur, said to
had for offense. What he did was courageous. He left his home
me teasingly in his beautiful Colombian accent
and lived alone for two years so iliat he could make a new life
The Vasquez home was filled wiili love. The walls were
for his family. I was just a spoiled college kid bored with life ...
covered witi1 pictures ofTathiana and her sisters. They were all
I started to backpedal in pitiful attempts to contextualize what
born in Colombia and had immigrated to Florida around 2000.
Tathiana and her mother, Sandra, started preparing dinner and I said, but he stopped me.
''No," he said. "You're right. It's different, but it's also pretty
Artlmr sat down in front of the computer.
much ilie same:'
I am a tremendously awkward person, ever gauging what I
Later, after dinner, the elephant in ilie room stared at ilie four
should be doing instead ofjust being mysel£ Walking around ilie
of
us:
it was well after dark and somewhere around 50 degrees
living room aimlessly, I felt especially aware of mysel£
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outside, so what should be done with me?
Finally the subject was broached. Tathiana and Sandra thought
I should stay. Arthur said I was welcome to sleep on the couch
and leave with Tathiana when she went to work in the morning.
However, he said he thought I should keep going, speculating that
I would have an easier time finding long distance drivers at night.
"You have a long journey ahead ofyou;' he said. "You can't
afford to waste any time:'
I can't really explain how I knew, but somehow I understood
that Arthur was a prophet. Fate was speaking to me through him.
I thanked Tathiana's parents for their love and kindness. Then I
bid them farewell.
The on-ramp near the Vasquez house saw very little traffic at
night, so Tathiana offered to drive me to the next exit north. On
the way, driving along 1-75, we saw a rest area. We agreed that
would be the perfect place to find long distance drivers.

W

e pulled in and started looking at license plates.
Almost all of them were from Florida, which was
discouraging. Then, as we idled slowly through
the parking lot, I saw one that wasn't.
Knowing how to approach the car was a new challenge. As a
hitchhiker on the side of the road, I was minimally obtrusive and
ultimately passive. I liked that. Approaching people and asking
them for rides seemed so much more invasive, aggressive, and
frankly, weird. It made me really uncomfortable.
But Tathiana wouldn't indulge my insecurities. She was
insistent. We're all spirits in motion. And as much as it is
sometimes noble and wise to accept more passive transportation,
I guess sometimes you have to have enough faith in your own
intuition to be proactive.
I knocked on the driver's side window ofthe car.
"I couldn't help but notice your license plate isn't from
Florida;' I said. "Where are you from?"
"South Dakota," she said.
"Perfect!" I exclaimed, thinking that I would likely be able
to ride with her most ofthe way home. "ls that where you're
heading?"
"No," she said. 'Tm going to New Orleans:'
I cannot describe the supernova of ecstatic excitement that
erupted through my spirit in that moment. I made no attempt to
conceal it. My face exploded into a crazy wide-eyed smile and my
voice jumped an octave or so.
"Oh my god!" I yelped. ''I've wanted to go there so badly! May
I ride with you?!"
Bewildered doesn't begin to describe how she must have felt.
Despite her better judgment, the kind woman, whose name was
Mary, consented. I gave Tathiana the most emphatic bear hug
ever and said farewell.
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'�s we are liberatedfrom our ownfear, our presence
11
automatically liberates others. -Mariam1e Williamson

I spent a week in New Orleans. I'd never found a place that fit
me so well. Superstitious as it may sound, I can't help but wonder
ifsome intangible energy pulled me there, some universal force or
maybe just the spiritual power of my own heart.
Perhaps it's coincidence, some surreal stroke ofluck, that I
was at the right place at the right tin1e to meet someone who
was driving the 657 miles from Tampa to NOLA. But I suspect
otherwise.
You see, despite prudence urging me to stick to I-75 and thumb
back to the Mitten, I had been quietly fantasizing of ending up in
NOLA. Two close friends, botl1 Midwesterners who had fallen
head over heels for the The City that Care Forgot, had talked of
the bohemian oasis as though it were a home I'd yet to know.
Coincidence or not, I'm so grateful it happened.
The one drawback to my stay in NOLA was that it left no
realistic window of time in which to hitchhike back to Michigan.
However, in an unspeakably endearing show of support, my
parents bought me a last minute bus ticket home. Eternal
gratitude goes to them for their love and support in spite of my
insufferably idealistic whims.
As delighted as I was to get to spend a week in NOLA, I felt
a lot of cognitive dissonance about not accomplishing what l
set out to do. In fact, I felt like a coward, like I had taken the easy
way out. I was so dejected that I scarcely talked to anyone on the
zigz.agging Greyhounds that bore me home.
Late in the day in Nashville, about an hour before I boarded
the bus to Detroit, I started talking to a 29-year-old woman
named Catherine.
Catherine had a wearied vivacity about her, as though her
face were glowing with wisdom and grace. Several years ago, she
had worked as a preschool teacher and was considering buying a
house with her fiance. For all intents and purposes, she was living
the American Dream. But something in her changed.
She decided she needed to be doing something else witl1 her
life. So she quit her job and became a wilderness counselor for
troubled youth in the Outward Bound program. As a result, she
and her fiance broke off the engagement.
I was fascinated. I immediately explained my journey to her
and told her I felt like I had failed at what I set out to accomplish.
She seemed amused.
She pointed to everything that had happened to me and asked
how I could be disappointed with myselfor my journey. She said,
in a very reassuring sort of way, that sometimes you have to be
humble enough to let your plans change.
As to my concerns of what to do after graduation, Catherine
quoted John F. Kennedy: "Whatever you are, be a good one:' !!I

1 960s

Marilyn Kelly (BA60),
a Supreme Court
J ustice, has been
named Woman of the
Year by Michigan
Lawyers Weekly.

David Catherman (B562, MA67,
MS72) was recently inducted into
the Farmington H igh School Sports
Hall of Fame.

1970s

Kenneth Grabowski (B575) has
been appointed to the Michigan
Commission on Law Enforcement
Standards by Gov. Rick Snyder.
Linda Hooker (MA76) has been
named the 201 3 Secondary Art
Educator of the Year by the Michigan
Art Education Association.
Paul DeNapoli (B577) has been
hired as the Director of the Fire
Science, Emergency Management
and Occupational Safety and
Environmental Health programs,
for Madonna University's College of
Science and Mathematics in Livonia.
John Adler (BS78) has joined
Downing-Frye Realty Incorporated as
a realtor in the Naples, Fla.

David Ma (BBA78) is the Vice
President and a Senior Partner for
WHS Securities I nc., Canada.

1 980s

Walter Miller (SPA86) was
presented with his 25-year pin,
recognizing his dedicated service to
the Pasadena Tournament of Roses
Association.
John Psarouthakis (HBA88)
has published a book titled "The
Technology Imperative: What JOBS!
JOBS! JOBS! Really Means in the 2 1 "
Century�

1 990s

Catherine Cole (B590) has been
hired as the Executive Director of
University Communications for
Washington State University.
Craig Mccalla (B596, MA02)
has been awarded the Region 2
Elementary and Middle School
Principals Association, Principal of
the Year Award. He is currently the
principal at Cornerstone Elementary
School in Dexter, and was selected
for this award from a pool that
included school building leaders
across three counties.

Dannielle Kostrab-Boyd (BS97)
has received the Michigan Coalition
to End Domestic and Sexual
Violence 201 2 Seeding Award, for
her advocacy for children who are
victims of sexual assault or domestic
violence.

2000s

Karen Sterzik (BBAOO, MS1 OJ has
been selected to receive the Dr.
Jack T. Humbert New Professional
of the Year Award at the DECA State
Conference to be held in March
201 3.
Melanie Hill (B506) was named the
Ell Teacher of the Year of 201 2 for
her dedicated service to Glendale
Elementary School i n Arizona.
Judge Donald Shelton (MA07) has
had his book titled "Forensic Science
Evidence: Can the Law Keep Up with
Science" published by LFB Scholarly
Publishing. The book discusses the
reliability of scientific evidence that
has traditionally been submitted and
relied upon in the courtroom.
Joshua Murray (8508) is the
President of Sales and Market
Development for D.R.S. Staffing
Solutions, a contract-staffing firm for
Southeast Michigan.

201 0s

Audrey Clo um (851 0) has joined
Alfred State University (N.Y.) as a
Residence Director.
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Class Notes

In Memoriam

Sept. 28

Hazel (Boyne) Erickson (BS3 1 ) Portage, Aug. 29
Mary (Reinhart) Kincaid (BS36) Owosso, Nov. 21
Helen R. Chapoton (BA39) Utica, Jan. 8
Mary (Ross) Miller (BS42) Ypsilanti, Nov. 2
John F. Dawson (BS43) Ypsilanti, Sept. 1 3
Carol (Funk) VanSlckle (BA43, MA72)

Indianapolis, Ind., Dec. 24

George W. Reed (BS44) Millbury, Ohio, Aug. 23
Jean F. Gordon (BS45) Northville, Jan. 6
John D. Edwards (BS49) Gainsville, Fla., Nov. 22
Howard J. Rizner (BSSO, MA67) Hillsdale, Oct. 7
Paul T. Gariepy (BSSO) Charlotte, N.C., Dec. S
Richard J. Guenther (BSSO) Battle Creek, Sept. 20
Keith L. Gundrum (BASO, MA59) Sarasota, Fla .•

Edward Dubaj (BS64) Flint, Nov. 5
Tony Spadafore (BS64, MA65) Scottsdale, Ariz.,

Sept. 1 2

Eileen (Minock) Hughes (BS64) Ypsilanti, Sept. 1 9
David E. Ryder (BS64) Carrollton, Va., Dec. 2
Wayne L. Hartman (BS64, MA67) Au Gres, Aug. 6
Kleo D. Johnson (MA64) Adrian, Dec. 4
Roy V. Chouinard (BBA65, MBA69) Osprey, Fla .•

Aug. 7

Iva Clark (BA6S) Flint, Jan. 7
Jennie (Morgan) Lombard ( MA66)

Oct. 1 6

Ann Arbor,

Eleanor (Muser) Collins (MA66) Detroit, Nov. 5
Patricia (Kingsley) Lawrence (BA66) Marion,

Iowa. Nov. 6

Lois C. Cronenwett (BSSO, MA64) Monroe,

Eileen (Nass) Grotbo (MA67) LeRoy, Ill., Oct 3 1
Jessie J . Robinson-Crouther (MS67) Queen City,

Frederick D. Hendrick, Jr. (BASO) Rochester Hills,

Joseph W. Grasley (BS66, MS7 1 ) Cape Coral, Fla,

Harold O'Lynnger (BASl ) Annapolis, Md., Aug. 27
Daniel E. Wagner (BSSl ) Bellaire, Nov. 23
Hazel (Sohmer) Kitchen (BS52) Clarkston, Nov. 1 9
Helen (Dlgon) Dahlstrom (BAS2)

Richard J . Grzesik (BME68) Canton, Jan. 1 1
Harry Todd (BBA68) Shady Spring, W.Va., Nov. 24
Daniel Trudell (BA68) Jackson, Dec. 22
Joseph Grabenstein (BBA68) Grand Rapids.

Betty (Zuvich) Zanotti (BSS3) Flint, Nov. 26
Ruth V. Fitzgerald (BSS3) Ann Arbor, Jan. 1 0
Rosemary W. Townsend (BSS4) Penny Farms, Fla .•

Sharon M . Young (BS68) Ludington, Nov. 1 7
Robert M. Dailey (BBA68) Ann Arbor, Nov. 2
Alvin R. Cobb (BBA69) Traverse City, Oct. 22
Janice (Smith) Tocco (BS69, MA70) Orlando, Fla.,

Mar. 1 1

Sept. 1 3

Sept. 29

Farmington Hills, Oct. 1 4

Sept. 23

Nicholas W. Natelll (AB55) Colorado Springs, Colo.,

Dec. 4

Persis (Hathaway) Wirth (BS5S)

Sept. 1 9

Ann Arbor,

Helen (Reid) Wendling (BSSS) Blue Water, Nov.
Les Bennett (BMES6) Tallmadge, Ohio, Nov. 4
Robert L. Wathen (BSS6) Atlanta, Ga., Aug. 23
Allee L. Arlen (BS56, MA65) Plymouth, Nov. 7
Jane (Linder) Duvall (BAS7) Otsego, Oct 1 9
Maynard A . Lucier (BASS) Sun Lakes, Ariz .•

12

Aug. 1 2

Carol (Campbell) Clevenger (BSSS)

San Antonio, Texas, Oct 1 7
Louis J. Marcettl Jr. (BASS, MA6S)

Aug. 30

Rochester,

Lawrence Schaefer Jr. (BSS9, MBA68) Detroit,

Sept. 3

Mary (Lukins) Scheltema (BSS9)

Nov. 1 3

Ann Arbor,

David L. Haarer (MA59) Goshen, Ind., Sept. 1 4
Florence (Stein) Hakala (BS60) Ann Arbor, Dec. 5
Robert Slnelll (8561 ) Ann Arbor, Sept. 24
John Kubiak (BS61 ) Buford, Ga., Sept. 1 6
Charles L . Mlttlestllt (BS61, MA66) Manchester,

Sept. 22

Louis A. Dillard (BS61 ) La Mirada. Calif., Oct
Frank J. Radowskl (MA62) Gaylord. Oct 27
Erik H. Thoreson (BS62) St. Petersburg, Fla.

June 26

Marilyn (Dockter) Abbott (BS63)

Nov. 28

San Jose, Calif.,

John F. Egloff (BS60, MA63) Swartz Creek,
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Texas, Sept. 29
Dec. 1 7

Nov. 1 8

Aug. 30

Donna (Swartz) Miller (BS70) Fenton, Dec. 24
Jean (Root) Page (MA70) Jackson, Sept. 22
Robert 0. Ballard Jr. (MA70) White Lake, Dec. 1 7
Lois (Palmer) Moore (MA70) Chelsea, Sept. 1 8
Charles H. Waller Jr. (BS70) Ann Arbor, Dec. 10
Olalah (Cobbin) Phelps (BS70) Rives Junction,

Dec. 27

Donald R. Enger (MA71 ) Mount Clemens, Sept. 20
Norman E. Foster (BS72) Wichita, Kan., Nov. 8
Leo L. McCabe (MA72) Andover, N.H., Nov. 23
Jane Judy (MA72) London, Ohio, Dec. 1 6
James D. Larson (MBA72) Coon Rapids, Minn.

Sept. 27

Jean (Blum) Doty (BAE72) Tecumseh, Sept. 8
Andrew M. Burke (BS73, MA74) Port Orange, Fla.,

Aug. 1 2

Thomas R. Prince (MBA73) Ann Arbor, Sept. 1 9
Mark J . Olson, Sr. (BS73) North Baltimore, Aug. 26
Kay (Schafer) Dalley (BS73) Milan, Jan. 7
George W. Reed (BS74l Millbury, Ohio Aug.23
Yvonne (Nadeau) Popp (MA74) Brownstown,

Dec. 1 4

Kathryn A . Goodwin (BS74) Dearborn, Aug. 1 O
Mary (Gezelman) Winter (MA74) Brooklyn.

Oct.24

Don Mcsween (MA74) Plymouth, Oct. 1 3
Sherwood L. Fox (MS75) Lenawee, Sept. 30
Norman D. Bishop (BBA75) Waterford, Dec. 1 8
Donna M . Dunn (MA75) Chelsea, Dec. 1 9
Denise J . Lemirande (BS75) Carleton, Jan. 3
El izabeth (Hollinshead) Main (MA75) South

Portland, Mass., Sept. 1 6

Glen J. Pieczynski (MA76) Linden, Oct. 5
Charles A. Taylor (BBA76) Flint, Oct. 9
Christine (Hoeprich) McWatt (MA77) Plymouth,

Aug. 5

Helen (Wallbank) Milliken (HLW77) Traverse City,

Nov. 1 6

Margaret (Capell) Sadler (MA78) Pittsburgh, Pa.,

Aug. 1 8

Daniel D. Simmons (BBA78) Detroit, Nov. 2 5
Shirley (Boyd) Gause (MA78) Ann Arbor, Nov.
Edward W. Ruzga (BS78) Lake Geneva. Wisc..
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Dec 28

Roseanna (Sutkowl) Purzycki (MS79)

Studio City, Calif., Dec. 3

Michael W. Waite (BFASO, MFA83) Ypsilanti, Jan.
Debra (Daenzer) Higdon (BBASO, MBA84)

Howell, Dec. 3

Susan (Duckworth) Marlotte (MSSO)

Oct. 1 2

1

Ann Arbor,

Sandra (Baker) Millar (BSBS) Chelsea, Jan. 6
Marge (Dulmage) Ehle (SPA86) Hillsdale, Oct 27
Charles Cobb (BBA86) Northville, Sept. 1 0
Lisabeth L. Rohlck (BA86) Glenview, Ill .. Nov. 27
Kimberly (Spencer) Kozak (BS87)

Myrtle Beach, S.C., Sept. 29

Michael J, Slebodnick (BS87, MS02)

Anchorage, Alaska, Nov. 29
Anna (Sietsema) Chapekls (MASSI

Sept. 28

Saline,

Kenneth E. Hunter (BS88) Ann Arbor, Dec. S
Elaine (Ruglenius) Bain ( MA89) Plymouth,

July 24

Gary Crawford (BS90) Ann Arbor, Oct 30
Patricia (Gilcrest) Frazier (SPA94) Flint. Sept.
Clara (Chandler) Weisz (SEPU97) Plymouth,

27

June 1 2

Roy Vargas (MSW04) Hillsdale, Dec. 5

Faculty and Staff Memoriam
Ben F. Bailey Jr. worked a t the Physical

Plant a s a
carpenter for 30 years, Sept. 1 O
Lawrence M. Bemish (BS59) retired professor of
special education for 30 years, Dec. 27
Kenneth H . Bobicz served 28 years as foreman at
the EMU Physical Plant, Sept. 1 O
Raymond Drake retired professor from Marketing
Department, Nov. 1 1
Dennis J. Duncan worked 10 years as an
electrician, Dec. 1 1
Elven E. Duvall (BAS7) taught graduate classes in
school administration, Sept. 1
Jessamine (Shively) Kallenbach (MA76) worked
as a librarian from 1 963- 1 983, Sept. 2 1
Dr. Merlyn C . Minick, professor for 31 years in the
biology department, Oct. 1 4
Louis C . Thayer, retired professor i n the
Leadership and Counseling department for 35
years. Aug. 10
Geneva (Genny) Trochet retired in 2007 after 33
years of service, Jan. 1 9

A New Wrinkle to Teaching

by Debra Johnson

Elementary school teacher Marquin Parks uses original writing to reach students
n a new children's book written by Marquin Parks ( MA09 ),
the ma.in character Wrinkles Wallace, 28, along with a zany
group of fellow adult classmates have to repeat the 5th grade.
With classmates such as Lenny, the vicious, verbal vulture and
Snooze, the sultan of sleeping in class, Parks knows how to
capture his young readers' attention.
The book, geared for ages 8 - 1 2, is full of humor and
silliness, but Parks has methodically placed serious real life
issues into the storyline that deal with responsibility, treating
others with respect, self-improvement and utilizing teamwork
to overcome obstacles.
In 201 1, Parks participated in the Eastern Michigan
Writing Project, an intensive four-week session designed for
teachers and administrators concerned with the teaching
of writing in any subject area and who are interested in
professional growth opportunities.
"Eastern's Writing Project influenced me to go above and
beyond and to believe in myself and my abilities as a writer,"
says Parks. "It allowed me to formulate and establish my
philosophy on writing in a manner that challenged me as an
author and educator. The discussions, presentations, group
work, research and sharing of writing,
fueled my fire to do something bigger
with the gifts I possess. Once I accepted
myself as a writer, things really began to
take off for me:·
Parks, a native of Ann Arbor, is
currently teaching 5th grade in the
Farmington Public School District
and says inspiration to write Wrinkles
Wallace: Knights of Night School was
born out of trying to motivate his
elementary students to read in class.
" I would rely on my creative writing
skills when l needed to entertain my
students in the classroom and I started
writing my first book during their silent
reading period. Then, I would read
excerpts to my students and get their
feedback," he says.

I

Photograph by Randall Mascharka

"I've always wanted to write a children's book that takes
kids through situations that can influence their lives in a
positive and meaningful manner," Parks says. "It can be hard
to teach these situations in a classroom-but through writing,
I can share the information in ways they can understand and
enjoy, while expanding my audience in order to help more
students and teachers."
Parks has continued his involvement with Eastern's Writing
Project and frequently visits EMU undergraduate classrooms,
offering examples of his writing and personal experiences to
encourage students to "follow their dreams." He also spoke
at the summer writing camp " Inkstains" and has shared his
love of writing and teaching during numerous Author Talks to
youth in the area.
"Marquin won our admiration for sharing the work of a
novel in progress, not Wrinkles Wallace, but a succeeding
work," says Bill Tucker, director of the Writing Program at
Eastern. " We knew him as a teacher who loved children,
especially the challenging ones. His teaching demonstration
showed how he engaged those students with reading and
writing." I!
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Photo Gallery

ABOVE: The EMU A l umni Association recognized outsta nding EMU educators at the 22nd Annual Teaching Excel lence Awards on
November 3, 2012. The event was sponsored by Meemic I nsu rance & Krumm Insura nce Agency. Pictured (L to R) are reci pients M ichael
W i l liams (Nursing), John Palladino (Special Education), Anahita Mistry (Health Sciences), J ohn Cooper (Communication, Media & Theatre
Arts), John Waltman (Management), Margaret Crouch (Women's and Gender Studies), and event sponsors Ernie Krumm (8590, MA97)
and Bethann Gyorke-Krumm (8592).

LEFT: EMU graduates shared their excitement for corn muffins. Howdy Holmes, President of Chelsea Milling Company, served as the Com

mencement speaker in December. His company produces "Jiffy Mix" products and Howdy shared a box of "Jiffy Corn Muffin Mix" with each
graduate. RIGHT: The Social Work Alumni chapter was represented at the President's BBQ by (L to R) Past-President Chad Allee (BSW08,
MSW09), President Shannon Laskey (MSW08), and Vice President Laura Donker (MSW12).
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ABOVE: The Alumni

Association Board of Directors selected the National Capital Area Alumni Chapter as the 2012 Alumni Chapter of the Year.
Chapter members were surprised with the announcement at a reception held in Washington, D.C. on September 27, 201 2. Pictured (L to R)
are Mary Fettes (8586), Jim Moors (8574), Co-President Mike Ferens (8586), Mary Beth Smith-Toomey (8570), Co-President Len Capelli (B8A6B,
MBA73), and EMU President Susan Martin.
t

ABOVE L EFT: The

Young Alumni Council welcomed new EMU g raduates to the Alumni Association at their second "G rad uation
Celebration" on Saturday, December 1 5, 2012. (L to R) Celia Murkowski (BBAOS), Matt Mortier (BBA09), and Bobby Murkowski (8506)
attended and celebrated with EMU's new graduates and Swoop. RIG HT: President Susan Martin hosted alumni chapter executive boards,
current and past Alumni Board members, and past Alumni Award recipients at U niversity House for a special "thank you" BBQ on Friday,
November 9, 2012. Representing the Latino Alumni Chapter were (L to R) Vice President Andy Perez (6577), President Jesus Solis (BFA86,
MA89), and Treasurer Teresa Brown (6500).
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52nd Annual Alumni Awards
Tl1is year's recipients of t11e Alumni Associatio,1's Am1 ual
Awards are notablefor their commitment to making t11e
world a better placefol' otl1ers. T11ey are teachers, business
professionals, community volunteers and visiona,·y
leaders. On May 1 1, they will officially join more than 300
extraordinary individuals who 1'ep1'esent the best ofEMU.
Read 011 for more about tl1is years honorees and how their
me11tors, colleagues, professors andfellow alumni describe
them.
Suzie Staley-Schlott
(BS0 1 , MA04)
Yp silanti, Mich.
Young Alumni Award

''As a counselor, mentor,
teacher and confidant of at-risk
youth, Suzie Staley-Schlott ha
no equal," a nominator wrote.
Staley-Schlott is the director
of the youth membership
program at The HenryFord
and was a Governor's Service AwardFinalist in 2007 and
2010. Another nominator noted that she " has a remarkable
ability to hold at-risk youth accountable for their actions in
a way that leads to constructive growth and learning." She
has donated her time to many other organizations, including
the Red Wagon Project, the Westland Public Library and the
Westland Youth Assistance Program.
John Rutherford (MA95)
Rochester Hills, Mich.
Alumni Achievement Award

John Rutherford is a language
arts teacher and theatre director
at Birmingham Groves High
School. He was selected as the
20 11 Creative Writing Teacher
of the Year by the Michigan
Council for Teachers of English,
and has been inducted into the
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Michigan Educational Theatre Hall ofFame. Nominators
called him a " tireless and dedicated professional who seeks to
enhance Michigan's theatre, forensics and debate experience
for students" and "one of the premier theatre directors in the
state." Rutherford won the Governor' s Award for Arts and
Culture in 2007.
Kirk Profit ( BS75)
Ann Arbor, Mich.
Distinguished Alumni Award

Kirk Profit is the owner/
director of Governmental
Consultant Services, lnc.,
a Lansing lobbying and
consulting firm with a client
list that includes the University
of Michigan, Washtenaw
Community College,
Consumers Energy, the Detroit Institute of Arts and the
Detroit Zoo. He served in the State of Michigan House of
Representatives from 1988-98, representing the eastern part
of Washtenaw County, and chaired the House Tax Policy
Committee and the House Committee on Higher Education.
A nominator calls him "well-respected" and says that while
EMU is not a client, Profit is "always looking out for Eastern
Michigan University 's best interest ."
Annmarie Simonson ( BS82)
San Antonio, Texas
Distinguished Alumni Award

Annmarie imonson, an
attorney, is vice president of
enterprise litigation for USAA,
a Fortune 500 fin ancial services
company that provides products
for military members, veterans,
and their familie . Described
as "an outstanding peaker
and brilliant lawyer" and "a person who 'wows' an audience
from courtrooms to boardrooms," Simonson cultivated her

oratory skills while a member of the EMU Forensics team. She
was inducted into EMU's Forensics Hall of Fame in 20 1 1 and
continue to support the team in many ways. Other volunteer
work includes serving the Children's Shelter of San Antonio.
"She is a champion for tho e who otherwise may not have a
voice," a nominator wrote.
Jim Streeter (BS73)
Ypsilanti, Mich.
Distinguished Alumni Award
Jim Streeter is synonymous
with Eastern Mich igan
University athletics. "Streets"
spent 39 years as the school's
sports i nformation director
before retiring in October
20 1 2. He is an E-Club Hall of
Fame member and received
the " B est of the Best" honor from the Detroit Sports
Broadcasters and Wri ters Association. Nomi nators call him
"a cla s act" and say that he "personifies everything that is
good and positive about Eastern Michigan University." One
added, "it may be cliche, but ifJim Streeter gave blood, it
would be green and white."

Tom Sidlik
Ann Arbor, Mich.
Porter Service Award
Tom Sidlik served on the Ea tern
Michigan University Board of
Regents from 2004- 1 2, includi ng
two years as chairman. Sidlik
was a champion of tuition
restraint and is credited with
proposing the "0-0-0" plan that
resulted in a tuition, room and board rate freeze in 20 1 0- 1 1 .
One nom inator called him a "stabilizing force" and "a fierce
advocate for students." Sidlik spearheaded an effort to re
engage emeritus regents and was a generous supporter of the
University's comprehensive fundraising campaign, " lnve t.
Inspire. The Campaign for Ea tern M.ichigan University,"
which raised $56 million. Ill

Pat Mcinnis
Commerce Township, Mich.
Porter Service Award
Pat Mclnnis is the CEO
of Fathead LLC, a leading
wall graphics company, and
is a minority owner of the
N BA's Cleveland Cavaliers.
Before moving to Fathead,
he was president and COO
of 0!,1icken Loans. Mclnnis
wa a member of the EMU
football team from l 985-87, and one nomi nator noted his
"u nwavering dedication, support and loyalty to the EMU
athletic program." Mdnnis regularly contributes to area
youth and athletic organizations in Southeast Michigan
and was the inaugural recipient of the Patrick Mclnnis
Community Hero Award from the Boy and Girls Club of
Greater Flint, an award created in his honor.
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Moving Forward
Meet Ann Thompson, EMU� new executive director
for Alumni Relations

by Jeff Sa moray

For tirefirst time in 1 7 years, Eastern
has a new executive directorfor Alumn i
Relations. Ann 1ho111pso11 has 1nore tlia11
20 years of experience it, alumni relati0t1s
and volunteer management in both public
and private institutions. Most recently, she
was alumni ,·elations director at Anna
Maria College-a private liberal arts
college in Paxton, Mass.
What can EMU's 1 50,000 alumni
expectfrom their new high-energy
executive director ) Shortly after arriving
on campus i11 January, Thompson took
a few minutesfrom her busy schedule
to talk about her passion for building
relationships and some new approaches to
engaging alumni.
Eastern: W hat do you enjoy most about
working in alumni relations?
Thompson: It's very stimulating work
because no day is ever the same-you're
always working on something different.
You create and maintain relationships,
not just with alumni, but also the
extended university community.
W hen I was a student at Boston College, I intended
to study psychology. But I quickly changed my major to
organizational behavior and human resources management.
During my junior year, when we studied tactics related to
union negotiations and dealing with difficult employees, I
realized [ wanted to focus more on helping people through
career development and mentorship. I 'm attracted to building
relationships, o alumni relation is a good niche for me. I also
enjoy the diversity of working with recent and past graduates.
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Eastern: W hat attracted you to the alumni relations executive
director position at Eastern ?
Thompson: After spending more than 20 years working out
east, I really wanted to get back to my Midwestern roots and
be do e to family. I grew up in Bowling Green, Ohio. My
mother still lives in northwe t Ohio and my brother lives in
the Detroit area. In my search process, [ looked for a public
institution that was bigger than Anna Maria. I had no desire

Photograph by Michael Andalora

to work in a large metropolitan area, basically because I can't
stand sitting in tra ffic. Working in the Boston or New York
City area was not an option. So 1 targeted public universities
within smaller communities.
The position had to be just right, and Eastern fits the
bill . I fou nd the alumni relations program s, the size of the
alu m ni as ociation board and the campus very attractive.
Eastern's small student to faculty ratio [ 19: 1 ] is also quite
impressive.

Eastern: It's been aid that alumni relations is part art and part
science. Would you agree?
Thompson: Absolutely. On the artistic side, you must have

the willingness to be creative and the ability to bring things
together on a tight budget. The scientific part involves
measuring your success, which is sometimes difficult in this
field. You have to devise different ways of using data to track
your success.

Eastern: W hat new approaches will you bring to alumni
relations?
Thompson: That involves the science part of the job. We'll start us
ing web stats and attendance figures to measure our engagement
with alumni. We'll examine our programs to see which ones at
tract a new audience versus current customer . In addition, we'll
use some survey techniques to measure alumni expectations and
demographics so we can deliver our programs more strategically.
We'll also enter a strategic planning process this spring and have
some specific goals and objectives ready for implementation in
the fall. 1he strategic plan will cover a three to five-year range.

Eastern: Do you anticipate changing the criteria established for
alumni association membership ?
Thompson: Right now, a nyone who has a degree from Eastern

Eastern: W hat's your philo ophy about the relationship
between alumni relations and fundraising?

is an alumni association member. But to receive alumni
relations communications, the membership needs to be
activated (emich.edu/activate). Activation is free and it
comes with benefits. We' ll promote membership activation
more visibly in the coming months.

Thompson: 1hey go hand-i n-hand. For us, it's about building

Eastern: After being on campus for just over a month, what are

relation hips so alumni are con nected with the university.
You're more apt to receive a gift from someone who feels
engaged with the university than from someone you haven't
spoken to in 20 years.

your initial impressions of Eastern ?

Eastern: W hat expectations should Eastern graduates have
about alumni relation ?
Thompson: You really can't generalize because everyone's
expectations are different. Some people enjoy reading
Eastern magazine or attending a cultural or porting event.
Others may want to become more involved by recruiting new
tudents or serving on the alumni association board. I think
Eastern alumni ca n look forward to having more options of
becom ing engaged and staying connected with their alma
mater. We'll be implementing new ways alumni can volunteer
their time and talents to the institution. We'll also couple
events with activities in the surrounding community. For
example, we recently held an event in conjunction with the
Plymouth Ice Festival. Soon, we' ll have an event at Eastern
Market i n Detroit ( April 20).

Thompson : The staff, faculty and students I 've encountered are

extremely accommodating, helpful and friendly. That goes
along with Eastern's close-knit community. My experiences
with alumni have been very positive. And I love Eastern's
campus. I !mow alumni enjoy the beautifully renovated
buildings as well as the new construction.

Eastern: Are there any other messages you'd like to relay to
Eastern alumni?
Thompson: The life of our institution depends upon active

alumni involvement. We welcome your "time, talent and
treasure" and encourage you to give back to the University.
We're very open to new idea -give us a call if you'd like to
ee alumni events take place at different geographic locations.
I 'm really looking forward to meeting Eastern alumni at our
upcoming events. We're moving forward. I!
1/ze Alumni Relations team cnn be reached at 734.487.0250.
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From Rynearson Stadium to Hollywood
Michael Bailey Smith (BSBB)-The Eastern Michigan Story

by Michael
Bailey Smith

'm what you call a working actor.
I 'm not famous, but my big mug is
recognizable. I've been fortunate enough
to work in almost SO films and over l 00
episodes of TV, and let me tell you
Hollywood i a crazy business.
One day I could be riding a horse
doing a commercial, the next week I
could be speeding down a mountain
on a nowmobile being chased by a
chimpanzee, and maybe the next month
I 'm in Morocco shooting a horror movie.
Right now, I'm on the set shooting a new
video game using a motion capture skin
tight uit.
But my life wasn't always this way.
Growing up, I was picked on because
of how I looked-I was very skinny, kind
of goofy and had ears that stuck out like
Dumbo's.
As I grew older, football became a
big part of my life. I started out on the
freshman football team at my high school
in Oscoda, but I was terrible. I think I got
in one game and played for about two
plays. Then, just before my junior year,
my dad, who was in the AirForce, got
stationed in Tehran, Iran, where I went to
Tehran American High School. The school
was big enough to have three football
teams, and by the time I was a senior I
became a pretty good football player.
I loved the sport and, Like any kid
growing up, I wanted to play in the NFL.
I guess I made a good impression on my
coach at the time because he told me I had
the potential to play college ball.

I
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That was great to hear, but when you're living
in Iran there's not a lot of colJege scout looking
for football players. So after I graduated, I went to
work. My goal was to save enough money to go to
college and somehow find a way to play football. I
soon realized the money I was making wouldn't be
enough, so I joined the Army to get the GI Bill to
help pay for college-I became a paratrooper in the
82nd Airborne Division.
W hen I went in, I was 6'4" and 165 pounds.
Knowing my size wasn't going to cut it, I started
working out every chance I could get. The guys in
my unit calJed me the "muscle head" because if l
wasn't working out in the gym, I was doing sprints
to get faster. And all of that work and dedication
paid off, because by my last year in the mllitary I got
up to almost 240 pounds.

W

hile I was in, I found out that our division
chaplain had been an All-An1erica11 outside
linebacker at Kansas State and that he had helped
place guys from our division into colleges to play
football, so I asked if he could help me out as well.
About six months from getting out, he made some
calls and talked to Notre Dame. They were very
interested and wanted me to visit, but the chaplain
said l 'd probably ride the bench for a few years
before I could play.
After finding out I was from Michigan, be told
me there were some good Division I schools there.
He named Western, Central andEastern and asked
what chool l 'd want to go to. Since I have relatives
in the Detroit area and my grandma worked at a
manufacturing plant in Ypsilanti back in World War
Michael Bailey Smith plays Pluto, one of the more imposing Mutants in ·The Hills Have Eyes.•
I I, 1 told himEastern.
I guess l was what you call a preferred walk-on.
made twoor three tackles; it was an incredible experience.
Now, having not played football for three year because of the
Because of how well I played, that ne>.1: Monday they moved
military, there was really only one thing [ could do well and that
me to starting right guard. I practiced for a week and then we
was hit. So I made sure I was first in line in every drill and can1e in
first on every print. I did everything 1 could to get recognized and traveled to Illinois State. I'd like to ay I played great during the
game, that I made the big block to help u score the winning
make an impression.
touchdown, but that's the farthest thing from the truth. I got my
In my red-shirt freshman year, 1981, l moved up to second
butt kicked the whole gan1e and, needless to say, I was moved
string center. l also got to be on special tea.ms, both kickoff and
back to second-string center.
punt. That's when I got to play in my first college game. It was a
But I didn't let that stop me.
night game, at home, against Akron. 'TI1at night l flew around and
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Going into my junior year, l got up to 275 pounds and my 40yard dash time dropped from 4.9 to 4.8. During spring football,
the starting offensive tackle blew out his knee and I stepped in
this time I was ready. I played the rest of the season and by the
end of the year, I was getting letters of interest from a ton of FL
teams.
Entering senior year, I was made co-captain and everything
was set. 1l1e team was ready for a great year and I was ready to
take the next step.

T

hen, two days before our first game against Youngstown
State, we were in shorts and shoulder pad . 1 remember the
Oakland Raider scouts being at practice. I was pass blocking when
the "pile" hit my left leg and I went down. I looked down and my
kneecap was on the side of my leg. The trainers rushed over, put it
back into place and took me to the hospital.
I have to tell you, that was probably was one of the worst
feelings I've ever experienced. Not the pain, that's nothing. But
knowing that your football career could be over.Everything
you've worked fo1; gone in a second, in one play. It's something
that bothers me even now.
The next day I met with the coaches and team doctor. They
gave me two options. Have surgery to realign the kneecap or
play through the pain, knowing my kneecap would continue to
dislocate. Without hesitation, I chose to play through the pain. I
came back the next game against Marshall and had a great game
until my knee dislocated two more times. I continued to play the
rest of the season, each ti.me fighting through the pain as my knee
continued to dislocate.
After the season, I had my knee operated on. The good thing
was that NFL teams were still interested. The bad thing was that
my kneecap was not aligned correctly. Bending the knee caused
the kneecap to grind onto the bone and I'd lose power in my leg,
but that just meant I had to work harder. 1l1e night after the NFL
draft, I got a knock on my apartment door. It was a scout from the
Dallas Cowboys; they wanted me as a free agent.
My NFL career was very short. I got there and was doing well,
but then I tweaked my knee again. I soon got that dreaded call
to bring my playbook to coach Tom Landry's office. He told me
that my knee wouldn't make it through the season and they were
going to release me.
I wish I could say that I happily carried on with my life, but
that wasn't the case. I was pretty depressed and felt Jost. This went
on for months until I got a call from my parents who pushed me
to move on. So I regrouped, got focused and finished my degree
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in Computer-Aided De ign atEMU.
After graduation, I moved to San Diego. A friend of mine had
an audition in L.A. for a movie called "A Nightmare onElm Street
5: 1l1e Drean1 Child" and he wanted me to come along to check
it out. At the audition, the casting director asked if I wanted to
audition a well and I reluctantly agreed-1 ended up getting the
part of"SuperFreddy," playing a bigger version of Freddy Krueger.
That role was an incredible experience, and it was right then that l
decided to become an actor.
Now, more than 20 years later, I'm still doing it.
I owe a lot of what I'm doing today to playing football at
Eastern. I've been down to my last 20 bucks, sitting on the curb
with everything I own stuffed in my car, having just got kicked out
of some crazy chick's apartment, wondering what to do next. But,
just like playing football, I never thought about quitting. And, just
like in football atEastern, I haven't let the rejection and toughness
of trying to make it in Hollywood stop me. Cl

Commencing in Green

N

ike's Pro TurboSpeed collec
tion of uniforms, worn by
Olympians in the 201 2 Summer
Games, made headlines because
they were fashioned from re
cycled plastic bottles.
Commencement gowns may
not be as trendy as Olympic gear,
but Eastern Michigan University
students will keep up with the
competition by going green in
environmentally friendly regalia
gowns fashioned from recycled
plastic bottles.
The best part? You'd have no
idea that these gowns were made
of plastic. There's no crinkling
sound and the fabric feels like
soft polyester. The mortarboard
caps are made from the same
plastic-based fabric and recycled
cardboard, and the tack that holds
the button on the cap is recycled
metal. The tassel and the gown's
zipper are the only components
that can't be recycled.
EMU first debuted the regalia
for the April 201 1 commencement,
and has collection boxes set up
after each ceremony where gradu
ates can drop their caps and gowns
to have them recycled again.
The environmentally friendly

gowns are the brainchild of
Virginia-based Oak Hall, a
leading manufacturer of aca
demic apparel that has been
in business since 1 889. Oak
Hall currently is the only cap
and gown busi ness to manu
facture regalia from recycled
plastic.
For every 1 ,000 students
who walk in GreenWeaver
regalia, Oak Hall estimates
that 23,000 plastic bottles are
kept from landfills. The firm
had already saved 1 2 million
plastic bottles from landfi lls
as of July 201 2.
-Pam Young

NCAA Disclosure

P

er NCAA requirements, Eastern Michi
gan University is publicizing that a
major violation was found to have oc
curred in the sport of Women's Basketball
in 2009-10. As a result, the institution is
currently under NCAA probation for the
2012-2013 and 2013-2014 academic
years due to violations committed by a

prior women's basketball staff. This pro
bation does not affect EMU's ability to be
selected for post-season championship
competition in women's basketball.
for more detailed information on the
infraction please visit:
www.emich.edu/ncaa_violations/

Alumna named Department of Defense Teacher of the Year
D
aniele Massey
(8S99) has been
named the Department
of Defense Education
Activity's Teacher of the
Year. This award rec
ognizes and promotes
educational excellence
and is the oldest and
most prestigious pro
gram for teachers in the
United States.
Massey, a military
spouse, is currently
teaching at Vilseck High
School in Vilseck, Ger-

many and uses an Al
gebra I Flipped Mastery
Style of teaching in her
classroom. This teaching
style requires students
to do a lot of the learn
ing legwork at home
whether through
watching videos, doing
mandatory reading, or
using the Internet to find
information-in order to
focus classroom time on
the interaction between
student and teacher
rather than lecturing.
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